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A Course of Sin8in8 Lessons 
By GEORGE CRAMPTON THE SENSATIONS OF TONE Lesson No. 51 
THEIR RELATION IN PERFECT RESONANCE 
In previous lessons on the Sensations of Tone you have learned that, although each separate Sensation possesses 
its own individuality and is more definitely experienced on certain tones and vowels than on others, yet all Sensations 
of Tone are related; which leads us directly to the relationship of all Sensations to one source-Perfect Resonance. 
What is Perfect Resonance7 Perfect Resonance is the perfection and unity of all the resonance cavities into 
one resonance on every tone of the voice. 
You have studied the five cavities above and below the Vocal 
Cords, which nature has provided as Resonance Cavities for the 
Vibrations of Tone (1 Chest, 2 Mouth and Palatal (Arch of the Soft 
Palate), 3 Nasal, 4 Head, 5 Forehead ). You have studied the com-
bination of these Resonance Cavities into Three Resonances. ( 1 Chest, 
2 Middle, 3 Head), which, can be further combined into Two Reso-
nances- Chest and Head. 
We shall now study the final combination of these Two Reso-
nances into One Perfect Resonance, through the Sensations of Tone. 
Perfect Resonance on every lone is the relation of ALL Tone Sensa-
tions on EVERY lone; for, in correct voice production, each and every 
one of the ELEVEN S ensations must be experienced, consciously or 
unconsciously, on every tone- which means that the vibrations of tone 
must be streaming in all the Resonance Cavities simultaneously. 
This statement will probably astound you. For , although you 
may be able to conceive the idea of every Resonance on every tone, 
you are probably unable to understand or apply the conception to 
your voice. In order to demonstrate this remarkable truth to you 
in a simple, interesting and practical manner, I have devised the 
following illustration. 
ILLUSTRATION No. 1 
THE CONCEPTION OF PERFECT RESONANCE 
BREATH CONTROL 
This illustrati?n sh?ws you ~he :ron~ (every tone) supported by 
Breath Control, v1bratmg and c1rchng m every Resonance. In the 
centre is placed th e Ladder of Sensations containing -the Eleven 
Sensations of Tone in the correct order of their experience given 
in the Summary of Sensations in Lesson No. 49. 
The special meaning and t eaching of this conception of Perfect /I 
Resonance , is that every tone (or any tone) in your voice can only 
attain Perfect Resonance through the vibrations of tone whirling 
simultaneously in every Resonance cavity. Vibration of Tone can 
only be r ealized through the L adde r of Sensat io ns whi ch you 
have diligently climbed. From the top of the ladder you are now 
realizing the result of your studies of Tone Sensations. The Sens:>. -
tions of tone are your conception, experience. or realization of the 
vibrations of tone streaming a nd whirling in every Resonance 
Cavity on every tone (Over) 
Copyrig ht . 1909, by S iegel-Myers Cor respondence School of Music. ·Eng lish Copyrig ht Secu red. 
THE SENSATIONS OF TONE 
THEIR RELATION IN PERFECT RESONANCE-Continued 
THE QUESTION 
You will probably raise the following question : I can understand how tone can vibrate at the same time in 
two Resonance Cavities that are closely connected, such as the Nasal and Palatal, Nasal and Head, Head and 
Forehead; but how can tone vibrate in both the Cavity of the Chest and the Cavity of the Head at the same 
time, because these Cavities are so far apart? The column of breath generated into vibrations of tone by the vocal 
cords goes out through the mouth ; how, then, can it vibrate in all the Resonance Cavities at the same time, when 
there is only one current of vibration? 
THE ANSWER 
ILLUSTRATION No. 2 
'l11e Resonance Cavities denotinll the comparative position 
of the Sensations of Tone 
Here, in a few words. is the answer to your question, 
the key to your complete understanding of Perfect 
Resonance, and the tie that combines all Sensations and 
all Resonance Cavities into one Perfect Resonance. 
The column of breath generated into tone, vibrating 
above and below the vocal cords, is unconsciously 
divided after leaving the voice box, or larynx, one cur-
rent entering the mouth, while the other streams on up 
into the nasal and head cavities, filling them with whirling 
v4brations of tone, which whirl and unite in cooperation 
with the vibrations of tone filling the mouth cavities. 
ILLUSTRATION No. 3 
'l11e Divided Current streaminll and whlrlinll in all 
Resonance Cavities --Perfect Resonance 
We cannot demonstrate this by any practical exer-
cise, but in Illustrations Nos. 2 and 3 you are shown the 
Resonance Cavities of the voice and the course of the 
Divided Current; and we know that it must be true 
because we can demonstrate the fact of Perfect Reso-
nance by the simultaneous cooperation and experience 
of all tone Sensations on every tone, which we shall 
practice in our next lesson. 
This lesson is a simple application of the Laws of 
Sound applied to the voice which we sha11 study later. 
Sieg'el-Mvers 0rrespJI\del\ce .l:hm!iM\12iG 
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A Course of Singing Lessons 
By GEORGE CRAMPTON THE SENSATIONS OF TONE 
Lesson No. 52 
THEIR APPLICATION TO PERFECT RESONANCE 
In your last lesson you learned that Perfect Resonance was the result of the experience of all the Sensations of Tone 
on every tone of your voice. In the realization of this relation and cooperation of all the Tone Sensations on every 
tone, you will realize the truth of the third great fundamental principle of Voice Production, viz Perfect Resonance. 
In order to demonstrate this fact try the following Illustration and Exercises. 
THE CIRCLES Of SENSATIONS 
EIERCIS£ N!!f TtiE ORDER IN 
WHICH ALL SENSATIONS ARE 
EXPERIENCED ON A LOW TONE 
The above illustration shows you two complete circles of Tone 
Sensations. It is especially designed and arranged for your demon-
stration and practice of a ll Tone Sensations united in Perfect Re-
sonance. Observe how all t he Sensations are enclosed in a Circle, 
which, in its unbt·oken strength, completes the Great Circle of Per-
fect Resonance- the Sensations of all th e resonance cavities, joined 
and blended in one Perfect Resonance. The primary Sensation of 
Correct Placing must always be your first Sensation. 
HOW TO PRACTICE THE CIRCLES OF SENSATIONS 
FIRST EXERCISE - Comm encing on the low tone especially indi-
cated for each voice at t he base of the circle, attack the tone firmly 
on "Ah", sustaining it for six or eight seconds . Your first ex-
perience, after Correct Placing, will be the lowest Sensation, Chest 
Vibration. Now try the Tone again, following the arrow to the left. 
Listen and think; can you realize any other Sensation besides 
Che t Vibration? Yes; you can fee l th e vibration in a higher cavity. 
Where? In t he highest resonance cavities. What? A low tone with 
High or Head Re onance? Yes. Try the tone again, and, after the 
prima ry Sensation of Correct Placing, and the Sensation of Chest 
Vibration, you will experience a ll the Sensations of Head Resonance, 
in the descending order , denoted by the arrow; also the Veiled Sen-
sation, the Sensation of a larger Palatal Cavity, the Vibration in the 
Pharnyx, until you return to the Sensation of Chest Vibration. Now 
you cannot realize a ll this in one trial. You must devote at least 
several tr ials to each Sensation. With the Circles of Sensation 
before you, try again and again until you realize the experience of 
every Sensation on the low tones of your voice. 
. . SECOND EXERCISE -Commencing on the high ton e especially 
·~dtcate_d for each voice, attack it firmly on "or" sustaining it for 
s•x.or etght seconds. Yout· first experience afte r the primary Sen-
satiOn of Cor rect Placing, wi ll be that of th e highest Sensation . viz 
High Resonance. Then , by fo llowing the arrow downwards to the 
right , you wi ll ex pet·ience ~he lowest Sensation, Chest Vibration, 
and after that, a ll the othe t· Sensations in the ascending order de-
noted by the arrow, from Chest Resonance to Head Resonance, 
until you ag1in experience High Resonance. 
EIERCIS.£ HQ 2 THE ORDER IN 
WHICH ALL SENSATIONS ARE 
EXPERIENCED ON A HIGH TONE 
Practice every Sensation included in these Circles of Sensation, 
as directed, and study them unti l you can reproduce them correctly 
fro m memory. 
When you have demonstrated and realized this for yourself, 
you have mastered the True Relation of All the Sensations of Tone, 
and know that they are all experienced simultaneously on every tone 
of your voice ; for , as we have demonstrated t he r elation of the high· 
est Sensation to the lowest Sensation on low tones, and t he lowest 
to the highest on high tones, the same relation must, therefore, be 
true and correct of every Sensation on every tone . 
In Perfect Resonance at any pitch, on every tone, of every voice, 
the tone vibrates in every Resonance Cavity at the same time , con-
sciously or unconsciously to the singer. High Resonance, Head 
Resonance . Nasal Resonance, Middle Resonance and Chest Reson-
ance are all united simultaneously and continuously into one Perfect 
Resonance. This truth is the solution of a multitude of vocal mis-
understand ings and difficulties. The debated questions and arg u-
ments of singers and teachers on registers and resonances are 
answered and solved by the great unassailable fact of one Perfect 
Resonance; in short, using a beautiful line from a mastersong, ''The 
Lost Chord", for our special purpose: 
"It Jinks all perplexed 'Vocal ' meanings into one Perfect 
Resonance' " . 
The use and cultivation of each Resonance Cavity which natu re 
has provided, is necessary a nd advisable , but only as "A Means to 
End ," and tha t end is one Perfect Resonance. 
In your practice of Perfect Resonance through the Sensations 
of Tone, always keep in mind, now and in the future, t he f?ivid ed 
Current of Vibration, the "Answer" in Lesson No. 51; prepanng for 
its reception and free vibration in a ll the Resonance Cavities at t he 
same time by the thought of the Great Arches of Resonance above 
and below the vocal cords, represented in the Conception of Perfect 
Resonance in which the tone. poised on the current of breath and 
vibrating i~ whirling _circles from. Correct :rlacing, thr~ugh all the 
Sensations of Tone, 1s kept soarmg steadily and contmuously by 
Breath Control. 
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A Course of Singing Lessons 
By GEORGE CRAMPTON 
THE SENSATIONS OF TONE Lesson No. 53 
THE CONCEPTION OF PERFECT TONE 
Supported on the current of breath generated and regulated in Breath Control, Perfect Resonance, supported by 
Correct Placing and including all the Resonances and their Sensations, is shown in the following illustration ::mstaining 
Perfect Tone-the crown of Voice Production. F, denotes the Fundamental Tone generated in the vocal cords, which 
by the current of breath, is focussed on Correct Placing, and thence carried on, streaming and whirling through all 
the Resonance Cavities, beautified, reinforced, and endowed with vibrancy and life, to its perfection. 
You will readily understand the vocal meaning and significance of this Parable Illustration. 
BREATH CONTROL 
Observe, First, that even with the support of Perfect Resonance, 
the Crown Tone-Perfect Tone-would fall if it were not upheld stead-
ily on Breath Control. 
Secondly, if the Circle of Perfect Resonance, standing firmly 
poised on Breath Control, were not completely filled with the Vibra-
tions of Tone, realized by the Sensations of Tone, it would be hollow 
and imperfect. 
The complete cavity of the Circle of Perfect Resonance encloses 
all the Resonance Cavities of the voice (Chest, Mouth, Hard and Soft 
Palates, Nasal, Head and Forehead). It is completely filled with 
vibrations of tone ·streaming and whirling in every cavity realized 
by the experience, relation and cooperation of the eleven Sensations 
of Tone. The result is Perfect Resonance, which completes the 
~reat trio of fundamental principles, Breath Control. Correct Plac-
. mg and Perfect Resonance: these all realize, in their perfect unity, 
the Crown of Voice Production, Perfect Tone. Study this diagram 
of Perfect Tone until you have Memorized it. Make it· your Ideal 
in all your practice and exercises of Tone Production. 
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A COURSE OF SINGING LESSONS 
by George Crampton Review of The Sensations of Tone 
LESSON N<! 54 
This lesson concludes your studies on the Sensations of Tone ; 
their definite and individual sensations, and, by their simultaneous ex-
perience and cooperation on every tone, the unification of the differ-
ent resonances int~ one Perfect Resonance. Breath Control, Correct 
Placing, and Perfect Resonance are the Three Great Fundamental Prin-
ciples of Voice Production. Therefore, with the study and application 
of the third of these, viz., Perfect Resonance, you have completed 
the special studies on Voice Production, which have led you step by 
step through the Sensations of Tone to Perfect Resonance up to the . 
crown of Voice Production, Perfect Tone. 
After a few lessons on special subjects you will begin your in-
termediate studies. 
You are earnestly advised at this point to submit yourself to a 
rigid self examination in Voice Production. If you are conscious of 
any fault or weakness, or if you are uncertain of any of the principles 
of Voice Production, take this opportunity to go backandcorrectthem. 
It will be much e~sier to do so now, than ten or twenty lessons later. 
Do not neglect this advice until it is too late to correct the faults that 
will naturally arise if you fail in any one of the Three GreatPrinciples 
of Voice Production, Breath Control, Correct Placing and Perfect Reso-
nance. 
The truth of Perfect Tone is founded on the Laws of Sound ap-
plied to the voice which you will study in a later lesson. 
Are you preparf')d to cross the threshold that divides Voice Pro-
duction from the Graces in Singing? Is there any point of Voice Pro-
duction on which you need further practice and understanding before 
you can leave it behind you, mastered, and go forward to the inter-
mediate lessons? It is possible to delude yourself and to conceal any 
weakness. Now is the time to restudy any special lesson on which 
you are weak, so as to return to the threshold of the Graces strength-
ened, prepared, and confident that you have mastered the Great 
Trio of Vocal Principles, and are ready to begin the intermediate 
studies which are always so alluring. 
Voice culture is like a course dinner; you mustdigestitin proper 
order. If you eat the desserts and sweets first, you will never rel-
ish the soup and the roasts and the entrees. You must digest the 
soups and entrees of voice culture first. If you commence the des-
serts-the Graces-before the entrees are properly digested, the re-
sult will be vocal indigestion, and you will never be able to digest 
the entrees without vocal sickness. Long experience has proven 
that singers very rarely correct faults of Voice Production after they 
commence advanced work .Faults of Voice Production can only be inended 
later by very patient,difficult and extended practice on early ex-
ercises. 
A VOCAL STORY WITH A VOCAL MORAL 
Within the last few years a famous singer in the height of her power and success, after years of experience, was compelled to withdraw from 
all public work and return to Europe for two years to study with her old teacher. Why? The neglect of a simple but vitally essential Sensation 
of Tone had caused lack of resonance on certain tones. These tones, wrongly produced, lacked quality and power, and she was unable to sing 
them in tune. Surely this is a lesson to you. 
Now, although by the help of the Ladder of Sensations, placed on 
the corner stone, Correct Placing, you have built the walls and the 
roof of Perfect Besot!ance, completing the structure of Perfect Tone, 
yet, I want you to make a special test of its strength and durability, 
before you blend and smooth the rough edg-es or add the details,by use 
of the following exercise. 
This test must not be a light one, but .so severe and exacting as 
to test everv tone in your voice; so, in the exercise we will apply the 
searchlight of the Great Scale to every tone, for this is the most 
thorough test of Voice Production possible. In this exercise, the 
Great Scale is sung both in ascending ·and descending tones. 
First, Practice the Great Scale holding each tone for eight seconds 
and taking breath before and after every tone. This will reveal 
every possible flaw. Unsteady breath control, incorrect placing 
or insufficient or incorrect resonance can be detected at once 
on single tones. 
Second, Practice the Great Scale as indicated by the phrasing marks 
under the tones, singing it' in four phrases, sbortening the 
duration of each tone to one second. In this form you can 
quickly detect any lack of blending of the resonances on the 
tones. Any abrupt or sudden change of resonance on con-
secutive tones indicates that the sensation and resonance of 
the upper tone is not sufficiently "brought down" and blen-
ded with the sensation and rl!sonance of the lower tone. 
The vowel sound used is "Ah~' the most exacting of all vowel 
sounds in voice production, but very pliable and easily modulated to 
suit every resonance. Mould the sound of "Ah" to suit the different 
resonances, always keeping on the "round" side of the vowel, and 
never singing it, even in Chest Resonance, quite open (as "ar"). 
EXERCISE N«? 1 
Soprano or Mezzo Soprano 
(Tenors sing an octave lower) 
~ Ah Ah Ah Ah Ah Ah Ah Ah Ah Ah Ah Ah Ah Ah Ah Ah Ah Ah Ah Ah Ah Ah Ah Ah Ah Ah 
~ v v ~~ ~ v v~~~v v~ ~v ~ ~~ ~== I J .. I ~y:+=:'"i, ;J§tl .. ltjl :01" I ~l·y;. J ¥2 I ;=_11 
Ah -------------, Ah ________ , Ah-------------, Ah _______ _ 
Ah-------------, Ah -------, Ah -------------, Ah --------
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Lesson No. 55 A Course of Singing Lessons 
By GEORGE CRAMPTON 
HOW TO LISTEN TO SINGING 
The Art of Listening 
All students of singing and voice culture should, apart from their interest in their own voices, cultivate the 
habit of listening to others. Whether listening to a great artist, or to some singer whose efforts are only equal to, 
or even inferior to your own, always listen attentively, and study the points, good or bad, of their singing; for you 
can learn a great deal by listening to others. Something can be learned from even the crudest singing. 
Let us study a few points in the "Art of Listening", as this most useful habit has been aptly termed. 
THE UNTRAINED SINGER 
We will take for our first illustration a very frequent experience, 
that of listening to an untrained, or badly trained singer, who is 
singing at a social gathering or concert. 
To the earnest student, the first impression probably will be 
best expressed in the question: Why is the singer compelled to 
breathe so frequently and audibly? Watch closely for the action 
of the diaphragm. Is there any semblance of movement? No. Then 
watch the shoulders. Are they not raised and contracted? Yes. 
Then the singer breathes wrongly. Consequently, the breathing is 
shallow and superficial, 1;1nd is not only weak in quanity, but even 
the small quantity of breath inhaled is beyond the singer's control. 
This, in itself, is the fundamental cause of the other glaring faults 
which we may notice; but for the purpose of our study we will 
observe them in detail. 
Your next impression probably will be : Why are the lower 
tones and medium tones, or the medium tones and high tones , so 
entirely different In quality; so much so that they sound like two 
different voices? Because their resonances are crude and unblended, 
so that each resonance, instead of being developed and blended into 
the other, is exaggerated and separated. 
Why are the high tones so screechy, thin and forced? Because 
they are wrongly placed. The singer has no idea of the direction 
of the tones, consequently they go in every direction except the 
right one. The high tones, under these conditions, are especially 
difficult to reach in pitch; so, very naturally, the singer forces the 
voice either by contracting the resonance or by screaming. 
Why is the singer's face so flushed and strained in expression , 
and why do the cords and muscles of the neck stand out so promin-
ently? This is, again, the result of wrong breathlnS. 
There are but two practical ways of holding the breath in singing. 
1. The Right way, by means of the diaphragm and abdominal 
muscles. 
2. The Wrong way, by contracting the throat, thereby reduc-
ing the size of the vocal cavities. 
The singer is using the wrong way, which is the cause of the 
evident strain in both face and neck. 
Up to this point you have been listening so intently to the tones 
of the singer that only now, probably for the first time, do you r eal-
ize that you can scarcely distinguish one word of the song. Why? 
Even if the afore-mentioned faults in Breathing, Resonance, 
and Placing were not sufficient reason for the bad enunciation, just 
watch the singer 's lips: they scarcely move. The mouth keeps the 
same set shape on all the words, with the possible exception of the 
words on the high tones, when it is suddenly expanded. A clear 
articulation and enunciation under these conditions is out of the 
question. -
Tone Color, Phrasing, Interpretation , Expression, all are im-
possible in view of these fau lts. Have you not learned something 
and added to your experience by listening to a bad singer7 
Now we will turn to a more enjoyable study in the Art of 
Listening. 
LISTENING TO A GREAT SINGER 
Let us imagine we are in an audience at a concert or recital, 
with one of the great prima-donnas as the soloist. The program 
has been published some time before, and you have noticed the 
vocal numbers. If you are wise, you have either bought or borrowed 
these songs, and have made. yourself thoroughly acquainted with 
them. Even if they are beyond your present attainments, study 
their style and various points of difficulty. If from an opera, study 
also the story, the dramatic situation in which the songs occur, and 
the emotions they depict. Then you are prepared for your lesson 
in listening to,-for example, "The Jewel Song" from Faust. 
In your eagerness and interest in the singing, you may overlook 
the real effect of the great singer's entrance, the grace and com-
posure of her bearing as she acknowledges the applause which 
greets her entrance. Notice the position of her body, how it is 
poised well forward. 
A short prelude, and she commences the recitative so easily and 
naturally that only a close observer could detect the deep breath 
which precedes the tone. Listen to the sustained tones and the 
clear enunciation of the words. They flow so clearly and distinctly, 
and yet so smoothly and legato, that they seem to blend with the 
song picture. 
Then follows the lovely, quaint old Folk Song "The King of 
Thule". What a perfect legato ! What phrasing! Notice the ease 
with which she breathes and phrases. Then comes a change of 
mood, as Marguerite returns to her musings. Observe the change 
of style in the recitative " Tis but a Lord", and see how much 
brighter is the tone color. Then comes a more subdued color as she 
alludes to her absent brother and the hopeless love of Siebel. 
With the discovery of the jewel-casket left by" Mephisto", the 
mood and tone color grow still brighter. With what girlish eager-
ness she longs to open it! Observe that, although the words are 
sung quickly, there is not the slightest breathiness in the tone, and 
that the enunciation is perfect. 
How natural the expression as she questions the "jewels". 
Notice the effect on the word "dream", the artistic r esult of plac-
ing and legato: also on the words "who could r esist it longer? " 
Then comes the beginning of the trill which precedes the '' J ewe I 
Song'' proper. Observe the roundness of the tone, the forward 
and downward inclined poise of the head, the mark ed accent which 
is gradually lost in the trill's r apidity, the beautifully sung tone 
which ends it, and the execution of the scale passage up to the G. 
What a splendid effect there is on the high tone, gained by the rounded 
tone of the trill and ascending scale, and again at the r epetition of 
the phrase. How brllliantly, like the jewels themselves, the tones 
and words seem to flow from her throat. , 
Notice again the perfect enunciation of the words "Mirror 
Mirror, tell me truly". What a splendid high tone at the end of 
the scale passage ! How it vibrates and fills the hall with its 
beautiful, yet ringing quality! With a smile on her f ace how 
easily she produces the tone. 
Observe the use of the chest and middle resonances on the word 
"adore". How effectively she joins and contrasts them! 'I hen 
note the broad effect of the phrase "Marguerita! It is not I". 
and the sustained tone on "No", attacked and held forte without 
a: variation.J 
With what pride and grace she sings the concluding phrases. 
Each word·is made important: "No I am Royal, and kings shall do 
Homage before Me'' . Observe the preparation of the trill on the 
word "before". How neatly it is finished, giving just enough time 
for a s~ort breath before the attack on the high Bb, the climax of 
the aria. Ah! what a beautiful tone, which swells with more bril-
liancy into a ff. Then a quick descent to the last tone, and the song 
is over. 
Amid the enthusiastic applause you may hear people say "What 
a glorious voice''! But to you it has meant much more, for your 
Listening study has helped you to a full er, greater and more ar-
tistic appreciation of a glorious Art. 
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LESSON N9 56 
A COURSE OF SINGING LESSONS 
by George Crampton 
Tkis lessott and Lesson N9 57 
are to be studied together. 
Soprano, Mezzo-Soprano or Tenor 
HOW TO STUDY A SONG 
This less on is intended as a commemoration of your mastery of the 
most important and difficult essential of singing, viz.,Voice Production. 
You know limo to use your voice correcttu. Your last lesson instructed 
you Hom to Listen to Singing-. This lesson instructs you How to Stltd.IJ 
a Song, and is the beginning of your direct studies of Interpretation. 
Interpretation has two necessary meanings to a singer. 
1. The Aesthetic- The mental couception of the Song Picture; 
the Mood and the Spirit of the song. 
2. The Technical- How to use the Voice to its best advantage 
and effect, in order to bring out and express the Aesthetic conception, . 
These two forms of interpretation must be studied together be-
cause they are dependent on each other. 
In your direct studies of interpretation you will be instructed 
First, in the proper conception of the Aesthetic m,eaning of a song-
the Song Picture; the Mood and Spirit in which the song is 
conceived. 
Second, in the proper Technical use of the voice in order to correct-
ly bring out and express the Aes theti:: meaning. 
Rhythm, Phrasing, Tone Color (the p roper use of the proper 
color:; of tone, which we have studied in the lessons on Sensations), 
the Marks of Expression and the Words, are all included in the Tech-
nical interpretation. 
rn order to do this in the most practical and useful manner, I shall 
draw your immediate attention to your old so·ngs, songs you may have 
sung crrrelessl.IJ before you studied seriousl:lf, songs you have tirerl of 
and have put aside. 
Every singer possesses a number of good songs, which have be-
come hackneyed; such songs as "The Last Rose of SummerJ' "When 
Other Lips;' "Goodbye;' "The Holy City" and "The Palms." "Every-
body sings them" you say. That may be true, but the public has not 
grown tired of listening to them, judging from the frequent requests 
of your friends, and from the st9rm of applause which greets them 
on the concert platform. Why have .1 0u grown tired of them? Have 
Ex . N~ 1 
Andante 
you mastered them and interpreted them to such perfection that their 
repetition is wearisome? No! It is because tltey a·re rarelu su.ng well. 
You have grown tired, not of the songs but of their interpretation#. 
Now I want you to avail yourself of this opportunity to re-study 
uour old so·ngs; First, for the purpose of realizing how much your 
voice has improved since you have abandoned them; and Second, for 
the purpose of improvi?t!J your -interpretation. You are now able to 
sing them with new U.fe, new tone and knowledge. 
As an illustration of what you can accomplish in this direction, I 
have selected one of the worst treated songs, as regards interpretation, 
in my experience, "The Palms" by Faure. This particular song is a 
very desirable song and should be included in every singer's repertoire. 
Apart from its popularity, it is one of the few songs suitable for all oc-
casions. "The Palms" may be included on the programme of a high 
class concert or recital, a social gathering, a church service, a com-
mencement or anniverasry, with, equal artistic taste. 
In Exercise N9 t, the melody of "The Palms" is given as a 
vocalizzo. The syllables have been specially arranged so as to repro-
duce the bright effect of the tone color necessary for the interpret~­
tion of the song. They can be used with splendid effect on the tones 
of eoeru brig!tt song. Copythemabovethemelodyof such songs in your 
repertoire, old or new, and practice them in connection with this exer-
cise as frequently as possible. Practice the melody in this exercise 
as indicated by the marks of expression and phrasing. 
Take care to sing the dotted eighth notes correctly, givingthem 
their proper time value, and making the sixteenth notes which imme-
diately follow them, very short. Singers are always inclined to make 
th~ dotted notes too short and the short notes too long. The time 
value of the grace notes must be taken from the time value of the 
notes they precede. The consonant "r" should be pronounced and 
slightly rolled in all syllables. For instance, the syllables le,te,me, re 
should be pronounced slwrtly, as ler, ter, mer, rer. 
Ill} So - no - le - mat te - der- vay - to - - ro __ , Po - re - te - mor - in - ve - no -so - ray- tay_, 
~ cresc 
.Jl~· ~ ~ 1JI} 
Vay - ner - te sol ay - - lay - de- por a - tay- ne - go • me- ray_, in ter - vor - - o __ , Mor 
A 
Lo - no - te- vay - e - vay - de - mor, re - mo - re - ne - pon -
--.........__ ~largan~ ~ $-hc"Vif PQr v 1r t) fu} ~ f~~Urt·· j If "ill 
no - re, Glo- ray te-nor __ , Fay tay- le nor - in - ter - le - mur on - do. 
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LESSONNQ56 
A COURSE OF SINGING LESSONS 
by George Crampton 
TMs lesson aud Lesson NIJ 57 
are to be studied together 
Contralto, Baritone or Bass 
HOW TO STUDY A SONG 
This lesson is intended as a commemoration of your mastery of the 
most important and difficult essential of singing, viz.,Voice Production. 
You know lww to use your voice co.rrectl.lf. Your last lesson instructed 
you Ho"' to listen to' Singin!J. This lesson instructs-you HowtoStud;IJ 
a Soug, and is the beginning of your direct studies of Interpretation. 
Interpretation has two necessary meanings to a s inger. 
1. The Aesthetic- The meutal conception of the Song Picture; 
the Mood and the Spirit of the song. 
2. The Technical- How to use the Voice to its best advantage 
and effect, in order to bring out and express the Aesthetic conception, 
These two forms of interpretation must be studied together be-
cause they are dependent on each other. 
In your direct studies of interpretation you will be instructed 
First, in the proper conception.of the Aesthetic meaning of a song-
the Song Picture; the Mood and . Spirit in which the song is 
conceived. 
Second, in the proper Technical use of the voice in order to correct-
ly bring out and express the Aesthetic meaning. 
Rhythm, Phrasing, Tone Color (the proper use of the proper 
colors of tone, which we have studied in the lessons on Sensations), 
the Marks ·of Expression and the Words, are all included in the Tech-
nical interpretation. 
In order to do this in the most practical and useful manner, I shall 
draw your immediate attention to your old so1tgs, songs you may have 
sung carelessl.lf before you studied seriously, songs you have tiretl of· · 
and have put aside. 
Every singer possesses a number of good songs, which have be-
· come hackneyed; such songs as "The Last Rose of Summerf "When 
Other Lips~ "Goodbye~ "The Holy City" and "The Palms." "Every-
body sings them" you say. That may be true, but the public has not 
grown tired of listening to them, judging from the frequent requests 
of your friends, and from the storm of applause which greets them 
on the concert platform. Why have you grown tired of them? Have 
Ex.N<? 1 
Andante 
,~,ll J'?Sj 
mJ 
A 
l J. 
So - no - le - mat -
~ .. 
te 
l 
J )l IJ 
= 
J 
- der- vay - to 
you mastered them and interpreted them to such perfection that their 
repetition is wearisome? No! It is because tltey·are rarelu sung well. 
You have grown tired, not of the songs but of their ·interpretat-ion!J .. 
Now I want you to avail yourself of this opportunity to re-study 
!lour old songs; . First, for the purpose of realizing how much your 
voice has improved since you have abandoned them; and Second, for 
the purpose of improving your interpretation. You are now able to 
sing th_em wit~ new life, new tone a1td lmatoledge. 
As an illustration of what you can accomplish in this direction, I 
have selected one of the worst treated songs, as regards interpretation, 
' in my experience, "The Palms" by Faure. This particular song is a 
very desirable song and should be included in every singer's repertoire. 
Apart from its popularity, it is cne of the few songs suitable for all oc-
casions. "The Palms" may be included on the programme of a high 
class concert or recital, a social gathering, a church service, a com-
mencement or anniverasry, wi~h, equal artistic taste. 
In Exercise N<.> 1, the melody of "The Palms" is given as a 
vocalizzo. The syllables have been specially arranged so as to repro-
duce the bright effect of the tone color necessary for the interpret~­
tion of the song. They can be used with splendid effect on the tones 
of e·ver.1J brigltt song. Copythemabovethemelodyof.such songs in your 
repertoire, old or new, and practice them in connection with this exer-
cise as frequently as possible. Practice the melody in this exercise 
as indicated by the marks of expression and phrasing. 
Take care to sing the dotted eighth notes correctly, givingthem 
their proper time value, and making the sixteenth notes which imme-
diately follow them, very short. Singers are always inclined to make 
the dotted notes too short and the short notes too long. The time 
value of the grace notes must be taken from the time value of the 
notes they precede. The consonant "r" should be pronounced and 
slightly rolled in all syllables. For instance, the syllables le,te,me, re 
should be pronounced slwrtly, as ler, ter, mer, rer. 
J?)Y lf=F A ~T~ A a ~ r I r·· •p 
-ro __ , Po 
-
ra 
- te - mor- in - ve • no- so - ray- te __ , 
11/j llg@]?] 
Yay - ner - te - sol - ay - in - ter - vor (l~, Mor lay - de- por - a - tay - ne - go - me- ray_, 
a tempo---------- ~ ~W# j 3D J.. li J.. lJ v f¥ l p 
Lo- no • te -vay- te • ·vay de- mor, Vo ray - te - · se - ra - no - re mo re -
A ~rgando.A~ A-------~ 
no - re, Glo- ray- te - nor_, Bay ay - do. 
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LESSON N9 57 
A COURSE OF SINGING LESSONS 
by George Crampton 
Tkis lesso-n and Lesson HI! 56 
are to be studied togetlter 
or Ten or 
How to Study A 
Song Study 
Soprano, ~ezzo-Soprano 
Song 
You have prepared the Tone structure of this Song Study on the 
vocalizzo in your last lesson. 
We will now study its interpretatiort, comm,encing with the A es -
tltetic interpretation . T he Song Picture is very familiar. It describes 
one of the most wonderful scenes in Christian history, Christ's tri-
umphal entry into J erusalem. You are advised to read once more the 
Scriptural passages of the New T estament describing this scene, a s 
the basis of your interpretation. 
Think of the significance of the scene. The crowds , stirre d to 
their hearts by the coming of the Saviour, strew the road with flowers 
and go to meet Him waving Palm branches. All is exp ectat ion until He 
appears; then thrilled by fhe sublime personality of the Saviour they 
burs t into songs of joy. 
The Mood of the song is brigltt and jot;OttS. Its very k e.11note is 
rejoicing and its iipirit is ?ladness, which ri ses to the he ight of eclitas.tl 
in the refrain "Hosanna! Blessed is He Who Comes Bringing Salvation." 
There is not a note of sadness in the picture. You must allow no thought 
of the sublime tragedy of Holy Week to tinge .thi s brigltt picture w1th 
any fo reboding. 
Imagine yourself as one of that happy throng, and j oin with them 
in their reJoicing and f eel their eutltusiasm, if you would prope rly in -
terpret ''The Palm s ~' Have you ever thought of the Song Pictur e be -
fore thi s lesson? 
Tlte T eclmical I n terpretatior1. 
The Blt!}tltm is simpl e, common time, but it is elaborated by the 
tri plets which occur in the melody . The song is marked"Andante maes-
toso~' which means Stowl.IJ and Majesticall.IJ; so the triplets mu s t be 
sung broadl,l/ and as p ar·t. of tlte melody. In the e ig-hth phrase, you must 
be ca reful to accent every beat as indicated . The e ig hth phrase is first 
marked "Sla rg<J;ndo;• whi ch means slower ; and then '' Largo" very slow: 
so, following the quick er tempo of nhrase 7, you must broaden the time, 
more and more to the end of the refrain. 
T he Phrasing is s traightforward . The phrases are lortg, but are 
unbroken unti l the 6th, 7th and 8th phrases , which are divided in or-
der to give greater effect to the words, and to enable you to broctdeu 
the tempo . 
T he upp er tone in the eighth phrase is for the :;econd verse onl.IJ 
You can make a s plendid and effective cli max bv t:-~k;II!; th e uppe r 
tone in s tea~ of th ~ lo\\'c r ,and holding it fur three beatsithen return to th_e 
usu1\ ton es m the f1r st verse. The breath mark ( after tne word '' He" 1s 
intended fo r the 2 nd ve rse only. 
The Soncr Picture is brigM, so we must paint it in brig/it, r·iclt 
tone colors . ~ur brif(lttest tone colors are the Siluer,l/, Sorrriwg, and 
Vibrant sensations. Our riclteii t color is Nasa l re sonance. So choose 
these for your tone painti11g. 
The fir s t four phrases should be sung with Nrtsat r ew na m:e, but 
not too lteauil,l/ colored. These pnrases are purely desc·ri)Jt iue, so you 
must reserve your richest colo r for the refram , which begi ns the p «r-
sonal in·uocation. 
T he ent!tusiasm of the refrain should be sung-_with riclt brigltt tone, 
which should increase to th e wo rd "Hosanna:" -The vowei sound"Ah" in 
"Hosanna" should be ung both with Nasal resonance and with Vibrancy . 
In the last phrase(8), the fir s t seven tones should be sung with ihe 
Silvery quality of Hig-h resonance , and the lli11giug qualityofVibrancy 
The last te n tone s (Phrase 8) , on the word "Salvation " should be sung 
with the .full,round quality of the middle tones,and Vibranc.IJ, avoid ing 
any tendency to tlt in the s ound of "Ay" to "Ey!' Tltink of the "ur" 
on the same phrase in the vocaliz:w,and color the tones according-ly. 
T his analysis of inte r pretation will serve for an .'I song. Apply the 
same process of study to several of your old songs and practice in cou. 
junction with thi s le sson. 
Arranged by George Crampton 
Jl 
The Palms J. FAURE 
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A COURSE OF SINGING LESSONS LESSON NQ 57 
by George Crampton Tltili lesson and Lesson NQ 56 
are to be studied togetlter 
How to Study A Song 
Song Study 
Contralto, Barit one or Bass 
You have prepared the Tone structure of this Song Study on the 
vocalizzo in your last lesson. 
We will now study its interpretation, commencing with the A es -
tl.etic interpretation. The Song Picture is very familiar. It descr ibes 
one of the most wonderful scenes in Christian history, Chr ist's tri -
umphal entry into Jerusalem. Yo u are advised to read once more the 
Scriptural passages of the New Testament describing this scene, a s 
the basis of your interpretation. 
T hink of the significance of the scene. The crowds, s t ir red to 
their hearts by the coming of the Saviour, strew the road with flowers 
and go to meet Him waving Palm branches. All is expectation until He 
appears; then thrilled by the subl ime perso nality of the Saviour they 
burst into songs of joy. 
The Mood of the song is brig Itt and jo.11ous. Its ve ry keynote is 
rejoiciug and its spirit is !flad1.ess, which rises to the he1ght of ecstasy 
in the refrain "Hosanna! Btessed is He \Vho Comes Bringing Salvation." 
There is not a note of sad1.ess in the picture. You must allow no thought 
of the sublime tragedy of Holy Week to tinge .this brigM picture w1th 
any foreboding. 
I magi1te yourself as one of that happy throng, and join wi th them 
in their rejo'ic-ing and f eel their eutl,usiasm, if you would properly in-
terpret "The Palms!' Have you ever thought of the Song i'icture be -
fore this lesson? 
Tlte Teclmical Interpretation. 
The Bltytl~m is simple, common time, bu t it is elaborated by the 
triplets which occur in the melody . T he song is marked''Andante maes-
toso;' which means Slowl.1/ and Majesticall:IJ; so the tripl et s must be 
sung broadly and as part;. of tlte melody. In the eighth phrase, you must 
be careful to accent e·uer.IJ beat as indicated. The eight h phrase is fi rst 
marked "Slar~ndof which means slower; and then "Largo" very slow: 
so, following the quicker tempo of nhrase 7, yo u must brOiu:kn the time, 
more and more to the end of the refrain . 
The Phrasing is ~traightforward . The phrases are long, but are 
unbroken unti l the 6th, 7th and 8th phrases , which are divided in or-
der to give greater efect to the words, and to enable yo u to broaden 
the tempo. 
The upp er tone in the eig hth phrase is fo r the wcond 'Je rlie onl.lf . 
You can make a splendid and effective clim ax hy t<tkin.!.; the upp e r 
ton e i n stea~ of the lower,and holdingitfor"three beats·\therrretum to th_e 
usual tones 111 the fi r st verse. T he breath mark ' after t 1e word " He" IS 
intcnrled for the 2nd verse only. 
Th e Song Picture is brigM, so we mu st paint it in brigM, riclt 
tone colors . Dur briglttest tone colors are the S it uer;lj , Soaring1 and Vibrant sensations . Our ric/test color is Nasal resonance . So choose 
these fo r your tone pai·nting. 
The fi rs t four phrases should be sung with Nasal r esonance, but 
not too lteav il,'l/ colored. These phrases are purely desc1·ipt-iue, so you 
must reserve your ri chest color for the refra1n, which begins th e p er -
sonal -ilwocatzon. 
ThP- entlmsiasm (Jf the refrain should be sullg' with riclt( briglot to~e, 
which should increase to the word "Hosanna:" -The vowe sound"Ah" m 
"Hosanna" should be sw1g both wi th Nasal resonance and with Vibrancy. 
In the last phrase(S) , the fi r s t seven tones should be sung with ihe 
Siluery quality of High reso nance , and tne Bing iug quali ty ofVibrancy. 
The last t en tone s (Phrase 8) , on t~e word "Salvatio~ "should be .s~ng 
with the full, round quality of the m1ddle tones,and VtbrattC.If , avo1dmg 
any tendency to tltin the sound of "Ay" to "Ey!' T ltink of the "-ur " 
on the same phrase in the vocalizzo,and culor the tones according ly. 
This analysis of inte rpretati on wi ll serve fo r an.IJ song. Apply the 
same process of study to several of your old songs and practice in con-
junction with this le sson . 
Arranged by George Crampton The Palms J . FAURE 
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Soprano, Dlezzo-Soprano 
Tenor 
A COURSE OF SINGING LESSONS or 
·by Georg·e Crampton 
The Graces of Singing 
Legato 
This lesson commences your study of the Graces of Singing. 
The framework of your tone structure is complete. You have teirted 
1t and found it strong; but there are rough edges to be equalized, blen-
ded, smoothed and polished, before you can fill in the details-theoma-
menbJ, the colors, the intricate work and the finish, all of which con-
stitute the Graces · of Singing. 
The only way to equalize, blend, smooth and polish the voice is by 
the proper use of Lega!o. 
In previous lessons you have often been instructed to .use Legato 
for blending the resonances and for other especial effects in song 
studies. Legato is the rule in singing. Any other way of singing is t~ 
1 exception and 1s 
TluJ Correct co11Cepti01~ of tl~ Legato Ill. NO 1 
.,ib"" rSEi cJ ~OTI " FJ' S ;!ijry I 
An-gels ev-er brightandfair,I'dke, oh,takeme to your care. 
You have been instructed to practice the scale, first of all, downward; 
and all your exercises and song studies, up to the present, have been de-
signed for the especial purpose of helping you to join and blend the res-
onances into· one perfect resonance by practicing dmomoard. Therefore, 
on descending plirases, Legato has probably become to you an uncon-
scious habit . 
U is more difficult to join and blend different tones on ascending-
intervals or passages;bUtthis is .not hard to accomplish ifyoutkink the 
proper mental concept~on of Legato. 
Each tone of the scale is different, and, as you ascend, requires a 
gradual change both of sensation and pitch; whereupon your vooal or. 
gans undergo an unconscious, but, nevertheless, gradual change of 
SOPRANO or MEZZ0-50PRANO 
Ex.N~I ~~ ~·~..-~ 
=-t f$WN3aAU a 1Bj1 1 trs 
Or __ .__ ,or_ _ _, Ah_ _ or_,or_ ah_ or 
In Exer~ise NQ 2 the tones are ·unmarked and all the sensations 
including the anticipation of the sensations of the upper tones, are left 
entirely to your own thoughtful preparation and practice. 
· Tile exercise is in the form of a Vocalizzo, and includes entire 
phmses of tones which must all be joined and blended by the great 
Legato curve placed over the s~aller curves. The melody includes. 
always especially indicated by various marks placed over the notes. 
The Le~ato curve"'" indicates not only its outward and v~sible 
meaning-joming the notes- but also its inward and greater meanmg-
. blending and equalizing the tones, thus imparting a smoothness to every 
phrase. · f h · f'll' · · In short, Legato 1s the polish o t e votce, 1 mg m every creVIce 
that may exist between the tones. 
You have been instructed in the proper mental conception of the 
Legato curve, viz. ouer and downward and not' umi8r and -upward. 
The following illustrations show you the correct and incorrect con-
ception and use of the Legato curve. Try both for your own demonstration. 
Ill. N«? 2 
~&''"" 
TluJ Incorrect concep#o1~ of tke Legato 
An-gels ev • er bright and fair,T.Ike, oh,takeme to your care. 
position . The chz.nge of sensation should never: be abrupt or suddtm. 
Every tone must be PNJ:(Jared by the atlticipatum of the sensation of 
the upper tone as you smg the lower. 
In Exercise N9 1, the tones ascend in varying intervals of a third, 
a fifth and an octave. In every case the pNJparatiotJ and atuicipatkm 
of the sensation of the upper tone is indicated by the character of the 
lower note, as before; the nasal resonance is denoted by starred notes, 
the veiled sensation by shaded notes, high resonance by &mall circles 
placed over the notes. · 
With the proper mental conception of. the Legato curve . before 
you, practice the tones of Exercise NC? 1 as indicated. The star, * , 
denotes the anticipation of the sensation of the upper tone. 
every variety of the intervals of the diatonic scale. 
The syllables are designed to help you to blend and equalize eve-
ry phrase with smoothness by the polaak of Legato. 
Think of the early illustration of the Stri~ of Pearls, every tone 
a p~arlLcomplete and distinct, but all joined and blended on the 
stnng- egafo. 
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LESSONN~58 
Contralto, Baritone or Bass A COURSE OF SINGING LESSONS by George Crampton 
The Graces of Singing 
Legato 
This lesson commences your study of the Graces of Singing. 
The framework of your tone structure is complete. You have tested 
it and found it strong; but there are rough edges to be equalized, blen-
ded, smoothed and polished, before you can fill in the details- the orna-
ments, the colors, the intricate work and the finish, all of which con-
stitute the Graces of Singing. 
The only way to equali:.:e, blend, smooth and polish the voice is by 
the proper use of Legato. 
In previous lessons you have often been instructed to use Legato 
for blending the resonances and for other especial effects in song 
studies. Legato is the rule iu :;inging. Any other way of siugingis t~e 
1 exceptiOn and IS 
Tlte Correct conception of tlte Legato 
Ill.N<? 1 ~----:.......__....::._ _ ~----
-H rtJTh iJ 'qTJ v §\ bJ1 ri)a 
An-gels ev- er bright and fair,T.1ke, oh,take me to your care. 
always especially indicated by various marks ~laceq over the not~ s . 
The Legato curve""'" indicates not _only 1 ts outward and v1s1ble 
meaning-joining the notes-but also its mwar? and greatermeanmg-
blending and equalizing the tones, thus imparting a smoot!t1tess to every 
phrase. . . . . . 
In short, Legato is the potislt of the vo1ce, f1lhng m every crev1ce 
that may exist between the tones. . 
You have been instructed in the proper mental conception of the 
Legato curve, viz. over and downward and not under and. up·ward. 
The following illustrations show you the correct and mcorrect co~­
ception and use of the Legato curve. Try both for your own demonstratiOn. 
Tlte IJtcorrec;t com:eption of tlte Legato 
An-gels ev- er bright and fair,T1ke, oh,take me to your care. 
You have been instructe'd to practice the scale, fi r , t of all, downward; position. The change of sensation should never be abrupt or :sudden. 
and all your exercises and song studies, up to the present, have been de- Every tone must be prepared by the anticipation of the sensation of 
signed for the especial purpose of helping you to join and blend the res- the upper tone as you sing .the lower. 
onances into· one perfect resonance by practicing downward. Therefore, In Exercise N<? 1, the tones ascend in varying intervals of a third, 
on. de sceu~ing pllrases, Legato has probably become to you an uncon- a fifth and an octave. In every case the preparation and anticipation 
sc1ous hab1t. of the sensation of the upper tone is indicated by the character of the 
It i;; more difficult to join and blend different tones on ascending lower note, as before; the nasal resonance is denoted by starred notes , 
intervals or passages;butthis i~ not h.1 rd to accompli sh if you think the the veiled sensation by shaded notes, high resonance by &mall circles 
proper mental conception of Legato. placed over the notes. _ 
Each tone of the scale is dit'ferellt, a nd, as you ascend, requires a With the proper mental conception of the Legato curve before 
gradual change both of sensation and pitch; whereupon your vocal or- you, practice the tones of Exercise N9 1 as indicated . . The star, * , 
gans undergo an unconscious, but, neverthele ss, gradual change of denotes the anticipation of the sensation of the upper tone. 
EXERCISE N<? 1 BARITONEor~ *-~ ~ CONTRALTO * * ,~ ~~,~~,r 
!ft j)fJ lfJ$ IJi:V It) tf1PJJG ltJf'+ll 
Or_ - _, or_ _ _, .Ah_ _ or_, or_ all_ or 
In Exercise Jli ~' 2 the tones are unmarked all(\ all the sensations, 
including· the anticipation of the sensations of the upper tone~, are left 
entirely to your own thoughtful preparation and practice. 
· The exercise is in th e form of a Vocalizzo, and includes entire 
phrases of tones which must all be joined and blended by the great 
Legato curve placed over th e smaller curves . The melody includes 
Ex.N<? 2 -~ ll 1 Allegretto - ~ 
IV r• I y 
·,o;;;;;; 
?Y~ fJ.fhf<6if.j'1iJ(t IE]'flrJQ 
Or__ -, or_ _ _
1 
Ah_ _ or_, or_ ah _ or 
every variety of the interval::; of the diatonic scale . 
The syllables are designed to help you to blend and equalize eve-
ry phrase with smoothness by the polish of Lega to . 
Think of the early illustration of the String of Pearls, every tune 
a pearl, complete and distinct, but all joined and blended on the 
string- Legato . 
ORFEO GLUCK 
A A p ~ f---._, \ 1 ------ ......, 
'---"" '---"" . 'F._)' _.. 'i"J-= 
ll"L Ma-lo - vay- - no-lay - - do - ro, Do - lo - mo- so - - go - ro , Per- tay - mo - re, Bo -day-
IV 
- -~ I • .,. .. ... • ., nJ 1 r 11 1 r J I ri"J I r 1 J J r 1 I r 
: 
~-'-L - -
I i ~ l I i ~ -T r r J ~ r T I 
--I ~ I II I .--..... A_,___..- ,.., --...... J'~ ~ :::::--
~-
 
~ 1 ~ ~~2 '---"" .. - '-"" ===--" '~-v ~~-r - --====--
II I 
vo - re, Ma- so - loi - to - per- tay - mo - re , Tay - do Ma- so - loi - to - per - tay - mo- re, 
IV ... ... } J } 'BI } ) .. )ot) .. }"t -T • 
.. .. ~~ . 4J.' 4 
} ~ 
: 
I j ~ ~"! r'r'r'~' ?j i- .,~ "! T ., ... "! ~ "! ~ I -;¥ -~ II I -.....-~ A ' A tln.P"ir> cresc - "· 11 - A_ '\ -nll ~ JJ, S, ~ 
~ ~ ..... .c ~ '-.V , '---" ,"Y . , -._/ 
- ...... 
'-I :--1-" "--"' - ..,-~ 
II 
___ ray, Lo- go - to - IlO - rna - lo - vo - no P~ - tay - mo - re Ma - 12.....:., vay- no - tay - do - ro, Ma-lo-
I - - ' 
-
r.\atetJij.o 
~ ... qi r _, ~i r t,. :r r r I I r ~ r I r t ~irall r i i I r I I 
~ if ~ l 1" i= ~ ~ 7J ~ 7 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ JJ. S· 
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The Graces of Singing 
Legato 
The Chromat-ic Scale 
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LESSON NQ59 
Contralto, 
Baritone or Bass 
. We have &tudied the Grace of Legato applied to the Great Dia-
tonic Scale and tQ phrases on the tones of that scale. Our next lesson 
is devoted to the u:se of Legato on the tones of the Chromatic Scale. (See note) · 
Accenting the first of each k,-oup and also the extra tone,because 
it would be the first of the next group if the scale were continued, we 
obtain the following rhythms, 
1. Four accents 
2. Five , 
3. Three , 
4 . Seven , 
Many singers totally neglect the practice of this scale, conse-
quently their singing in Chromatic passages is always faulf.IJ in exe-
cution and blurred m iutonntion. Because the Chromatic Scale con-
sists entirely of semi tones or half steps, they think it d':t.licult to sing 
in tune. On the cOntrary the Chromatic Scale is even easier to sing 
'. in tune than the Diatomc Scale, because it consists of twelve equal 
intervals, each one a semitone or l~alf step. The Diatonic Scale con-
sists of seven unequal intervals. The secret of sing-ing the Chroma.tic 
Scale correctl:IJ is rhyt!u11. The Chromatic Scale, 111cluding thirteen 
tonesf is nearly impossible to sing correctly, unless you sing it rhyth -
mica! y, by accenting certain tones according to the rhythm desired. 
There is one more form of the Chromatic Scale in vocal music, 
viz., Two Rhythm, which really means singing the entire scale with 
one accent; but as this form only occurs in coloratura passages, you will 
study it later in the special lessons on Coloratura. 
Practice the following exercises with a light Legato, always ac-
centing the scale as indicated, and preparing the tone color of the 
upper tone, on the lower, by practice of the octave before each scale. 
In Exercises Nos. 1,2,3 and 4, the Chromatic Scaleis arranged 
in every form of rhythm ordinarily used in vocal music. Taking the 
number of tones in the scale, thirteen, and dividing it by four, three, 
six, and two, the result is 
1. Three groups of four tones each, and one over. 
2. Four groups of three tones each, and one over. 
3. Two groups of six tones each, and one over. 
4. Six groups of two tones each, and one over. 
In Exercise N<! 2, the triplets must be sung lightly and tripping-
ly i, e., like dmwe rhythm. Practice without accompaniment after you 
have obtained the necessary key-note, accenting the g-roups as indi-
cated and joining all the tunes with a ligM Legato. Smg the thirteen 
tones, and test your accuracy by striking the octave below in descend-
ing, and the octave above in ascending, as indicated in the exercise 
You will find that by careful practice, you can soon sing every form 
of the Chromatic Scale correctly and in tune. 
Preparation A~ A A ~ A Preparation A A A ~ A 
Ex.N9 1 8~ r?Jtr Ill on l·~lR Jl J Q3JF1 * ltpfj tiJ.@J I@ l•ffi!t¥F 
Or or ~ 
.Practice also in tlie keys of 1/J, B, ob and 0. · or ___ , or or . 
. Preparation ;:5 A -\ Preparation· A ~  
Ex.N9 2 ~2 rSQffr ,11&£j 1£8) ~~~J~_J I~H@H) 'II J7f?ij '1ij[Il#JJ) lpJ]jJ jJfflr· 
Practice 2fo tn tlie /Je~s g_}7Jt;IT,oli'iinir1J. --- or ' or__ or. 
Preparation Preporntion A 
ExN9 3 ~2 fflf'nllftl]}fri~@§J f1_ ~ •llffil. HllmLl:D I1Q•J JWi?r· I 
Or m · 
Practicealso ·inthekJys of Bb,B,])/ia'IUI ]), or ____ , or or. 
Preparation Preparation ~ Ex.N~ <43 fflJr llltFi] 11·49 ~ta I iJfjjtj l IIJFPfj l lljjfJi}ljy#J] wts #th$21 
Practice a9'fo in tlte ke.IJS oJ1Jb)J, ])/;and ]). or ___ , or or. 
Legato must be used liglttl.IJ and ddicateliJ in Chromatic intervals 
and passages. Chromatic Le~to is delicate legato and demands greater 
care than l)iatonic Legato. 'The preparatlon of the sensation or tone 
color of the upper tone on the lower in Chromatic Legato phrases 
must be cmticlpated and preserved even more carefully and delicately 
. than in Diatomc Legato pllrases~ especially on ascenamgintervais.Tiiis 
is comparatively easy to accomplish on descehding intervals, in Diaton-
ic Legato, by carrying down the tone color of the upper tone and pre-
serving it throughout the phrase. 
In Exercise N~ S, Chromatic Legato phrases are arranged on ao;;cend-
ing intervals of a third, a fifth and an octave. First, the lower and upper 
tones of the interval are sung, in order to make certain of the proper 
tone color or sensation of the upper fone; then the chromatic tones inclu-
ded in the interval are sung. If you anticipate and preserve the proper 
tone color by delicate legato, the color or the upper tone on the (//iro-
matic pl1rases will be exactly like the color of the upper tone on the 
interoflls. Make this your test of accuracy. If you accent the notes 
indicated, you cannot get out of tune. 
Ex.N9 s ~ ll ~~Jj@n 115l0Jt:ry@J 1 @Jj§@J #Ji!!Wtr ~ oh Ahoh hA~ Practice al.~o in the keys of Bb,B,Ob,o mld Eb. 0 ' 0 -------------- oh, 
w'thExl ercit. se Nd9 ~ its in the fott:m of_tahvthocalizzo on Chromatic L~gato. Practice, first, ·with the syllables, and when you can sing it correctly both 
1 ega o an In une, prac Ice WI e words. Always practice gracefully, delicately and thoughtfully . , 
E No 6 Andante XJi»' p A _ _..- A A--- ~re;;:-- A ~ 11'/fA,.--- A ~--== = -;::::::="- A ~-
I] ...___. 
, __ 
~ J I -
-
..._... ~ I I' 
-Do_ say_ Ia -lay- sol, Me - ray- re 
- do-see-ray, Do - say - say-la-lay-sol, Sol-do - fa - me - ray - do. Fall-ing leaf and fa-ding tree, Linfs of white on a sul-len sea, Shadows ri.,sing on you and me Shadows ri-sing on you and me. A~ 
-:- =-- ' -~- ~ 
... p' t ~, ... .... ~ ·"'* ~ #. l"q;q .. 14" ... .. ''!! ... • -<1 ~~~ If l"i I~ e legato mf 
I -- VI 
--
I 
r :7 r r~ .. f- r ~ I ,~ '7 r r 
NOTE: Tlw C!tromat ic Scale consb;t~ of tltirteen tones, including twel·ue inter·vals, ereclt oue a semi tone or half step. Tke thirtetJnth tvne is the octav11 
cWO'lle or below tlw first. 
Cln'Omatic tones are tones foreign or contradlctor.l/ to totUJs of. the diatottic scale. 
Okromatic sign~, called ~ccidentals, are th6 Sl~arp (#),.Flat (~),Natural (~),Oouble Sharp<##> or (x), atul OoulJle .Flat(~~). 
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Soprano,!lezzo-Soprano 
Tenor 
or 
We have studied the Grace of Legato applied to the Great Dia-
tonic Scale and to phrases on the tones of that scale. Our next lesson 
is devoted to the use of Legato on the tones of the Chromatic Scale. (See note) 
Accenting the first of each group and also the extra tone,because 
it would be the first of the next group if the scale were continued, we 
obtain the following rhythms, 
1. Four accents 
Many singers totally neglect the practice of this scale, conse-
quently their singing in Chromatic passages is always fault.l/ in e:r:e-
c?ttioJ~ and bl-urred m intonation. Because the Chromatic Scale con-
sists entirely of semi tones or half steps, they think it diffieult to sing 
in tune. On the contrary the Chromatic Scale is even easief' to sing 
in tune than the Diatomc Scale, because it consists of twelve equal 
intervals, each one a semitone or l~alf step. The Diatonic Scale con-
sists of seven Ultequal intervals. The secret of sing-ing the Chromatic 
Scale correctl.if is rltjJtlun. The Chromatic Scale, mciuding thirteen 
tonesi is nearly impossible to sing correctly, unless you sing it rhyth -
mica! y, by accenting certain tones according to the rhythm desired. 
In Exercises Nos. 1,2,3 and 4, the Chromatic Scaleis arranged 
in every form of rhythm ordinarily used in vocal music. Taking the 
nwnber of tones in the scale, thirteen, and dividing it by four, three, 
six, and two, the result is 
1. Three groups of four tones each, and one over. 
2. Four groups of three tones each, and one over. 
3. Two groups of six tones each, and one over. 
4. Six groups of two tones each, and one over. 
2. Five , 
3. Three , 
4. Seven , 
There is one more form of the Chromatic Scale in vocal music, 
viz., Two Rhythm, which really means singing the entire scale with 
one accent; but as this form only occurs in coloraturapassages,you will 
study it later in the special lessons on Coloratura. 
Practice the following exercises with a light Legato, always ac-
centing the scale as indicated, and preparing the tone color of the 
upper tone, on the lower, by practice of the octave before each scale. 
In Exercise N9 2, the triplets must be sung lightly and tripping-
ly i.e., like dance rhythm. Practice without accompaniment after you 
have obtained the necessary key-note, accenting the g-roups as indi-
cated and joining all the tones with a ligM Legato. Smg the thirteen 
tones, and test your accuracy by striking the octave below in descend-
i~, and the octave above in ascending, as indicated in the exercise. 
You will find that by careful practice, you can soon sing every form 
of the Chromatic Scale correctly and in tune. 
Preparation ~ A ~ Preparation ~ 
Ex .N<? 1 ~ ~~~.i r$ ~ 11 Cprf I•<B@)!Jitgg;:o'i « n17ED ~ 1 bJlal~t±!t& l•rfi) 1 fa 
Or ' or or____ or or 
Practice also in tit~ keys of 0, Ef{,F, Ii'#.atul (}. 
Ex.NQ2 1rba FffiJi!l,w,w,~®,@Jn. ,;a!ll@;ihv,~.tm,rfuf-1 
Or , or~ --- o , or-- ___ or 
Practice also in the keys of 0, E'f,.l', F# atul 0. 
71_ I ~n A~_:;_.::..-----:A----~- A P~ A -~ ~ .t 
Ex.N? 3 @~'&2 [JR· ~ 'II [/1 t!~r lq4J8l~J ;:ww. ~,II m.z 'IIJj!§!BfJI§f?Y E 'r(d¥F' I 
Practice also in the keys of 0, Eq,F, F# and 6. or ' or or 
P~ Preparation 
Ex.N9 4 ~ ~ 1'&3 rlTr l II t14t- l•ti §;?I ~JJ?@Jg All ilfj) • ulifj l•iJ §:0 I•EJ 100 
Or ____ , or or or or 
Practice also itJ t!Je Neys of O,E¢,F, F# and (}. 
Legato must be used lightl.v and delicately m Chromatic intervals In Exercise N? 5, Chromatic Legato phrases are arranged on ascend-
and passag-es. Chromatic Legctto is delicate leg"<~:to and. demands greater ing intervals of a third, a fifth and an octave. First, the lower and upper 
care than Uatonic Legato. -rrhe preparatiott of the sensation or tone tones of the interval are sung, in order to make certain of the proper 
color of the upper tone on the lower in Chromatic Legato phrases tone color or sensation of the upper tone; then the chromatic tonesinclu-
must be anticipated and preserved even more carefully and delicately ded in the interval are sung. If you anticipate and preserve the proper 
than in Diatomc Legato pluases especially on ascendmgintervals.This tone color by delicate legato, the color olthe upper tone on the Cliro-
is comparatively easy to accomp}ish on descending intervals, in Diaton- matic phrases will be exactly like the color of the upper tone on the 
ic Legato, by carrying down the tone color of the upper tone and pre- intervals. Make this your test of accuracy. If you accent the notes 
serving it throughout the phrase. indicated, you cannot get:_:o::_:u:t::_:of:._:tu::n::e::.:·:__--------
Ex. N? 5¥'~~~~.~., ~JCJ1~i~WijA~~~~~· 2~Jj~11 J~£2~~g~J!l!~#2~l~L~J3~J'~'I ~£7fl~~J~~J J641J~ ~J~qE~fif8!mF~r I~F~3 0~ oh, . 0~ oh, Or - oh oh, 
Practice also in tlte keys of EI{,F attd F# on"oh-ah" 
Exercise NQ 6 is in the form of a vocalizzo on .Chromatic Legato. Practice, first, with the syllables, and when you can sing it correctly both with 
legato and in tune, practice with the words. Always practice gracefully, delicately and thoughtfully. 
ExN<? 6And t . A~ cre.sc .~Jl~ If A A------
---
~- -:---..... . u mfi~...----; A -:---.... 
... Do_ - la-lay- sol, Me - rky- re do-see-r~y, Do - - '- do. say_ - say • say-la -lay-sol, Sol-do - fa - me - ray -
Fall-ing leaf and fad-ing tree,Lines ofwhite on a sul-len sea, Shadows ri-singon youandme,Shadows ri-singon you and me. 
Jl ~ It I - I ~ 
... s : '-lli ~ ... ~ Y.p itq~~· rr ...... z: .. r r r + 
mf I ~et ':(ltv pPelegato L. 
.. .---,: I-. ["j!)- .. ----
I ::::£ l I= I I ~ I 17 .... I r r r r r 
NOTE: T/uJ Chromatic Scale consists of tltirteen tones, including twelve intervals, ew/1 one a semUone or half step, TA8 thirteenth tone i8 the octatJe 
abo·ue or below tlte first. 
Chromatic tones aro tones foreign or contradictory to tones of. tlw d-iatonic scale. 
Chromatic signs, called accidenlals, are tlte Sharp(#), Flat (~),Natural (q),Oou6le Sharp<##) or (x), and Oou!JltJ Flat(~~). 
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LESSONN960 
Contralto, . 
Baritone or Bass 
Our next study of Chromatic Legato is in the form of a melodious vocalizzo by a famous vocal teacher of the 19th century, Vaccai, which 
has been arranged for your practice, first 1 on vowel combinations, and second, on English words. It is composed of the notes of the Chro-
matic Scale, ascending and descending. The rhythm and phrasing are both easy. 
Contraltos should sing the vocalizzo with the tone color of the great care with the Ys;,led tones on A, B and C. Baritones may if 
Head, Middle and Chest resonances. The last high tone is optional; possible sing the last high tone softly with the Silvery High reso-
if it is sung, it must be sung softlu and susta·ined with the Silvery nance,otherwise singthelowtone: this applies also Basses. 
color of High resonance. Baritones or Basses should sing the vocal- All voices should endeavor to sing the vocalizzo as delicately and 
izzo with tlie tone colors of the Chest and Head resonances, taking softly as possible. 
Arranged by George Crampton 
Andantino 
Cl\Omatic Vocalizzo 
------------------------~-- --------------------------------~ 
VACCA! 
"--"' 
In - mer- tay 
We long_ and 
.e - lee - ray 
when thesoul with 
bo - sa 
love is thrill 'd 
-mer-tay-
weep__ for 
THE PORTAMENTO 
• fay • 
and 
You have been advised to avoid "slurring" or "dragging" one tone 
up to the next. This bad, careless habit was demonstrated to you in 
your last lesson as the incorrect conception of the legato. Between the 
correct leg-ato and the incorrect legato, there is another use of ·the 
legato which is called the Portamento (por-tab-men-toh). 
The Portamento might be called "exaggerated legato,'! because. 
TluJ star ( * ) detwtes tluJ Porta•ento e 
* 
Ill. N<? 1 ~~~~~g~~~~~~~§~~~~~~ 
it is more deliberate. It is used only for special effects in singing, 
and chiefly on descending intervals and passages in sentimental or 
dramatic songs. 
On intervals where the Portamento effect is intended, the legato 
curve is used so deliberately that every tone included in the interval is 
sounded lig-htly and rapidly by the voice in joining the tones. Your 
song studies liave included two notable illustrations of Portamento. 
The star ( *) denotes tluJ Portamento effect 
ID.N~ 2 'Wt <{[§ ) ) IJ 1'! f.! I ~~ 
. Oft..) - I 
r __ o.pen'dmy win-dow so gent - ly 
Dlustration N9 1 is from "Annie Laurie"(Lesson NC? 19) Illustration N9 2 is from "Last Night" (Lesson NQ 42). 
Illustrations Nos. 1 and 2 show you the passages as marked Portamento. Exercises Nos. 2 and 3 show you the actual result of Portamento. · 
First practice these exercises carefully apart from the song, using only the vowel sounds "ay" and "oi";_ then practice the J>hrasewith the 
words. The Portamento must be executed gracefully and with refinement, or its effect will be entirela lost. t<.emember it is a "Grace" not a 
moan or a groan. With this m.ental .concepfion, the G
1
:.we of Portamento, try to use it gra~fully an beautifuliL 
Ex. N9 , 8 a IJE/' thzm t-r y 1 , Ex.N~ 2 'M®iH G. J = 1J ® i? 1@ 1 
I ' d lay me doon and dee · I o-pen\imywin-dow so gent _ ly 
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or 
Our next study of Chromatic Legato is in the form of a melodious vocali~zo by a famous vocal teacher of the 19th century, Vaccai, which 
has been arranged for your practice, first on vowel combinations, and second, on English words. It is composed of the notes oftheChromatic 
Scale, ascending and descending. The rhythm and phrasing are both easy. 
SopranoAorMezzo Sopranos should sing the vocalizzo with the veiled tones on C,D and E. They,also,should sing the last tone 
tone color of the Head Mtddle and Chest resonances except the softly and sustained with the SilveryHi2'h resonance. 
la!'t tone which should'be sung softly and sustained with the Silvery All voices should endeavor to sing tlie vocalizzo as delicately and 
color of High resonance. Tenors should sing the vocalizzo with the softly as possible. 
tone colors of Chest and Head resonance, taking ~at care with the 
Arranged by George crampt~n ~hromatic Vocalizzo VACCAI 
Andantintino A A 
'--"' De - lee - ray 
We. weep __ for 
............. 
bo - sa, joy_, 
p 
In -
We 
with 
bo - sa:J , . 
love is thnll d, 
In - mer - tay - -
We weep· __ for 
na- rna- fay 
long_ and 
d?Y- Ia, 
stgh_, . 
'--Fray - mo - te -~ mor 
We smile when tears are nigh: 
THE PORTAMENTO 
You have Leen advised to avoid "slurring" or "dragging"one tone 
up to the next. Tbi§ bad, careless habit was demonstrated to you in 
your last lesson as the 'incorrect conception of the legato. Between 
the correct legato and the ·i?Worrect legato, there is another use of 
the legato which is called the Portamento (por-tah-men-toh). 
The Porta men to might be. called "exaggerated legato~ because 
it is more deliberate. It is used only for special effects in singing, 
The star (•) denotes the Portamento effect. 
f.~~- ~~~~~~ ..~m Ill . NQ 1=@~ J $1 mJ j J r~ I "-.......-- .. ---- J. 
and chiefly on descending intervals and passages in sentimental or 
dramatic songs. 
On intervals where the Portamento effect is intended, th~ legato 
curve is used so deliberately that every tone included in the interval 
is sounded lightly and rapidly by the voice in joining the tones. Your 
song studies have included two notable illustrations of portamento. 
Tke star(*) denotes the Portamento ~/feet. 
Ill. N~ 2 ,~&~ <@ l j 1) n s 1 r?Jr 1 
I ' d lay_ me doon and dee I o-pen'd my win - dow so gent - ly 
lllu!'tration NQ 1 is from "Annie Laurie" (Lesson N? 19). Illustration N9 2 is from "Last Night" (Lesson NQ 42). 
Illustrations Nos. 1 and 2 show you the passages as marked Portamento. Exercises Nos. 2 and 3 show you the actual result of Portamento. 
First ·practice these exercises carefully apart from the song, usjng only the vowel sounds "ay" and "oi;" then practice the phrase with the 
words. The Portamento must be executed gracefully and with refinement, or its effect will be entirely lost Remember it is a "Grace" not a 
moan or groan. With the mental conception,ofthe Grace of Portamento, try to use_it gracefully and beautiiully. 
~ ---~~--------~------~. --~---~-===~ 
Ex . N~ 3 ~W'&~ pGIJ) ) j I) e m I f9 I r I 
I o - pen'd my win -dow so • gent - ly 
J II 
dee 
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LESSON NQ. 61 
Contralto, 
Baritone OP Bass 
Song Study · 
In this lesson your studies of Legato and Portamento are applied 
in the practice of a Song Study- "Thine Eyes so Blue and Tender." 
The difference betweenLegato and FOrtamento is clearly demonstra-
ted in the delicate melody of this exquisite little love song, which hac; 
:beeu especially selected for your delicatB practice of the two graces, 
. Legato and Portamimto, whose separate uses and effects are so often 
.confused and abused in singing. 
We have learned thatLegato is the rule in singing, unless an ex-
.ception is specially indicated, and that Portamento is a special effect, 
an exaggerated legato used only on special occasions (de.scending in-
tervals) to express special effects of sentiment and dramatic emotion. 
We have learned that the use of Portamento must always be a dBii-
·.cate, refilled and gracBful connection of two tones, and never a 
.slurrittg or draggi1i{f of the tone through all the intermediate tones . 
. Portamento means "carrying the tone~ not "dragging" the tone. And 
.although the exaggeration ofLegato in Portamento necessarily in-
.. volves the "touching" of all the intermediate tones between the two 
tones connec~ed by Portamento, never make the intermediate tones 
. d8finit8 . The best conception of the intermediate tones in Porta-
. men to is tn8ntal. The mere tl~ougkt of the chromatic tones between 
. the 'upper and lower tones will be sufficient. 
The following Song ;Study is Legato throughout, and in two instan-
ces the special effect of Portamento is used and indicated by a star 
" * "· The first instance occurs in phrase N9 3, on the words 
"splendor" and "fragrance." The second instance occurs in Phrase 
N9 7, on the words "radiance" and"lingers'! Practice each of these 
Portamento effects separatelu and alone, before practicing the song . 
Study the song in the manner described in Lessons Nos 56 and 57, 
using for your tone structure and the preparation forLegato,the vowel 
combinations printedabovethe words. Then study the Aesthetic inter-
pretation,-the song picture, the mood and the spirit of the words;-
then the Technical interpretation,-rhythm, phrasing,tonecolor, marks 
of expression, and the words in detail; joining and blending the whole with 
legato, using portamento for the special effects as mdicated. 
Observe that the song is marked Mezza Voce(med-zab-von-cheh) 
which means that it must be sung with Aalf the power of your voice, 
softly. 
Mezza Voce includes all the gradations of tone from pianissimo 
(very softly) to Mezza-Forte (half loud) . 
This is your first lesson in which Mezza Voce is introduced. It is 
a beautiful accomplishment, which you will study later in a special les-
son, so prepare yourself by singing this Song Study as softly as pos 
sible, Mezza Voce. The song is in the strophic form oftheLiedandwas 
composed by the Danish composer, Edward Lassen (La-sen),(l830 -19 04). 
Arranged by George Crampton Thi·ne Eyes so Blue and Tender 
Vi sl 'th d f, li ery ow, WI e~ ~ ng 
E. LASSEN 
A 
.., 
It 
: ... 
II 
(g) _ __ 
":::::::-... v ®......--A A 
-
• 
... _. 
- -
... _.. ..... __ ..... 
Neuo PiJCtJ p 0 
- vay - tay - lo - mo - lo - nor, So- le-vo- may - - no __ , Po-ray- te-no- do - ro 
1. Thine eyes so blue and 
2. 
.......... 
PP I I I I 
j~j · 
-
u.._....... 
'----so - lor, 
splen dor, 
fra 
ro , 
hove ___ , 
know __ 
Thy lips are like the 
.. . .... ·, ........ 
I I I I I I 
A 
---
. 
.., . ., .. 
....__../ 
Mo-ray- le -day 
Thoughts that I dare not 
How can I pass them 
ten - der, Glow with a . mys - tic speH_, Andwakewiththeir rna- gic 
ro 
-
ses, Un-der an a. 
-
zure sky __ , Al-lured ~ytheirbeauti-t'ul 
....... ~ ..... .... .... ~ ~ 
-
-- ....... -
I I I I I -1 1 I -1 I I I I I I I I I I 
--
~I 1-
4J:· ~ .. _ .. ... .... -~ 
-
no __ , So- loi - to- no - le 
tell __ ; Thine eye~ so blue 
by __ ? Thy lips are like 
- mo - ray, 
ten - der, 
A - vay - te - do -
A - round me and a -
Be - lo - ved, dost thou 
2-Thy 
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The Graces of Singing 
Legato and Portamento Applied 
Song Study 
or 
In thi s lesson your studies of Legato and Portamento are applied ces the special effect of Portamento is used and indicated by a star 
in the practice of a Song Study- "Thine Eyes so Blue and Tender." "* "· The fir st instance occurs in phrase N~ 3 , on th e words 
The difference betweenLegato and Portamento is clearly demonstra- "splendor" and "fragrance ." The second in s tance occurs in Phrase 
ted in the delicate melody of this exquisite.iittle love song, which has Nl? 7, on the words " radiance " and" linge r s'! Practice each of these 
been especially selected for your delicate practice of the two graces, R>rtamento effects sep arately and alone , before practicing the song. 
Legato and Portamento, whose separate uses and effects are so often Study the song in the manner. described in Lesson~ Nos 56 anrl 57, 
.confused and abused in singing. using for your tone structure and the preparation forLeg ato, the vowel 
We have learned thatLegato is the rule in singing, unless an ex- combinations printed above the words. Then study the Aesthetic inter-
.ception is specially indicated, and that Portamento is a special effect, pretation,- the song picture, the mood and the spirit of the words;-
an exaggerated legato used only on special occasions (descending in- then the Technical inte rpretation,-rhythm , phrasing, tone color, marks 
tervals) to express special effects of sentiment and dramatic emotion. of expression , a~ld the words in detail; joining and blending the whole with 
We have learned that the use of Portamento must always be a deli- legato, using portamento f or the ,.;pec ial eff ec ts as i11dicated . 
cate, refined and graceful connection of two tones , and never a Observe that the song is marked l\fezza Voce (med-zah-voll-cheh) 
slur ring or dragging of the tone through all the intermediate tones . which means that it must be sung with ltalf the power of your voice, 
Portamento means "carrying the tone;• not "dragging" the tone. And softly. 
although the exaggeration ofLegato in Portamento necessarily in- Mezza Voce includes all the gradation ~ of tone from piani ssimo 
volves the " touching" of all the intermediate tones between the two (very softly) to Mezza~Forte (half loud). 
ton es connected by Portamento, never make the intermediate tones Thi s is your first lesson in which Mezza Voce is introduced. It is 
defi·Jtite . The best conception of the intermediate tones in Porta- a beautiful accomplishment, which you will study later in a specialles-
mento is mtmtal. The mere tlwugltt of the chromatic tones between son, so prepare yonrseif by.singing thi s Song Study as softly as pos-
the upper and lower tones will be suffici ent. ?ible, Mezza' Voce. The song is in the strophi c form of the Licdand \\-:1s 
The following· Song Study is Legato throughout , and in two instan- composed by the Dani h composer, Edward Lassen (Ui-sen),(I83 0-19 0 4). 
Arranged by George Crampton Thine Eyes so Blue and Tender 
Very slow, with deep feelin rn-. 
- ,g., ......--..:: 
.....__.. 
M ezz.a Voce p 0 - vay- tay - lo - mo - lo nor, So - le-vo- may 
ro ___ , 
hove __ , 
know __ 
1 . Thine eyes so blue and ten der, Glow with a mys - ti c 
2 . Thy lips are like the ro -
no __ , 
tell __ . 
by __ ? 
ses , Un - der an a - zure 
A 
In - vay- no - tay - de - vo ro, In - soi - le - no - - ray . 
In skies of blue - est ra - diance;rhey fl?od my soul with love . 
A poi - son on them lin gers, To WI my heart with woe? 
a t~po 
no __ , 
spell_, 
sky __ , 
E. LASSEN 
A 
'---' 
Po- ray- te -no-do 
-
ro -
And wakewiththeir rna 
-
gic 
AI -lured by theirbeau-ti - ful 
A - vay - te - do 
A - round me and 
Be - lo - ved dost 
2 . Thy 
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Enunciation 
"There is much music, excellent voice, in this little organ: 
Yet cannot you make it speak~' 
Shakespeare 
LESSON N<;l 62 
Enunciation in singing is the perfect combination and blending of pure vocalization of the vowels and clear articula,. 
tion of the consonants into a distinct yet graceful pronunciation of the words. 
The Grace of perfect Enunciation has probably never occurred to 
you. Grace includes beauty and ease. It is possible to speak and even 
sing words clearly and distinctly, but ungracefully. But in singing, this 
habit destroys all the sustained quality and beauty of tone and is 
both ugly and incorrect. 
Enunciation in singing must be graceful and easy, and mus t pre-
serve, not destroy, the quality of tone. Perfect Enunciation is one of 
the highest (if not the highest) Graces of singing and singers. 
Bad &lunciation is a Dis-Grace to any singer, because there is no 
excuse for it. Every singer can possess the Grace of perfect Enuncia-
tion. This is one vocal accomplishment in which you can equal the 
greatest singer. How? By simple, thoughtful practice. How frequent-
ly we hear this criticism of a singer: "Beautiful voice, splendidly 
produced, sings well, but, we could not understand one word of the 
song." It is questionable if anyone could sing well, unless he enun-
ciated well. Correct voice production, good singing and good Enun-
ciation are so closely related,' that it is not too much to say that if a 
singer enunciates clearly and gracefully, the production of the voice 
is usually correct. But, for our immediate purpose we will accept 
the very common critici sm quoted above, that a s inger can sing with 
correct voice production and sing well, and yet enunciate badly. 
Suppose that the above criticism has been made on your singing, 
and that you realize there mus t be some measure of truth in its cen-
sure. You will at once commence a searching sel f-examination as fol-
lows: 
You have diligently studied voice production, and by the mastery 
of it s three great principles- breathing, placing and resonance-you 
can produce good tones. You have practiced vocalization on the VOII·el 
sounds and their combinations. Why cannot you make your tone- speak? 
Words •include vowels and consonants. Your failure cannot be in 
the vowels, for the very life of your tone production, the correct pro-
duction and the quality of the tone, depends on the · pure vowel s ounds. 
The fault must be in your imperfect articulation of the consonants. 
Consonants are often regarded by singers as of minor importance, 
and as unnecessary interrupters of tone: they are either totally neg-
lee ted or"mumbled'bver in sustaining the tone from one vowel to the 
next. A little thought will convince you how vitally important, nec-
essary and useful, consonants are, apart from Enunciation, in (1) attack 
and placing, (2) finish, (3) resonance and tone color. 
(1) The majority of words begin with a consonant. Therefore it is 
the inital consonant which makes the correct attack and placing of 
the tones on which the words are sung. We have learned that the 
correct attack and placing of a tone ensures its correct resonance. 
It is et:lsier to sing a tone with correct attack and placing wlten the 
wor-t begi?ts with a consonant, tlvm wlten -it ?egins with a oowel. This 
fact alone should prove to you the importa?tce of the consonant. 
In Exerci se N? 1, you are shown some examples of tones attacked 
and placed by initial consonants . These must be articulated quickly 
but clearly,' before the vowel sound, to make a correct attack. Prac-
tice each one diligently a nd thoughtfully, concentrating your atten-
tion on the initial ·consonants .. The vowels will take care of themselves. 
EXERCISE NQ 1 
' 
A 
'' II '' 
Cro Blo _____ _ 
Bro Cho _____ _ 
Dray Flo _____ _ 
Fro Glo _____ _ 
Gray fao ______ _ 
Pro Plo _____ _ 
Tray Stro _____ _ 
Inro Thro _____ _ 
EXERCISE NQ 2 
Illustration N? 2 
'Il j~J=§Mg EXERCISE N? 2 (2) The majority of words end either with a consonant, Illustration NQ 1 called the final conwnant, or with ·a syllable of consonants and ~'~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ vowels in which the vowel is wholly or partially silent. H u :: The correct finish of a tone or phrase dependsontheprompt, cessation of the tone, therefore correct fini sh in the majorityof Meant, words and phrases depends on the prompt, crisp articulation of Heart, the final consonants. 
Earth, In Exercise N? 2, Illus tration N'? 1 shows you some ter-
Night, minations on consonants as usually written. IllustrationN92, ~~~~il, shows you exactly how they should be practically and correctly 
Tears, sung. Notice how the duration of the vowels is prolonged and 
Home, the duration of the consonants shortened. 
Rare, Practice Illustration NQ 2, diligently and thoughtfully, con-
Sad-ness, centrating your attention on the final consonants, and al so ap-
Mo-tive, plying this use of the final ·. consonants to other words in your 
Tem-pest, 
(3) The resonance or tone color of 
a tone is sustained by the vowel sounds. 
In a great number of words, such as 
"beautiful;' ""plendid," " moonlight," 
"loveliness:' · the vowels are mixed· 
with consonants, which we will call "in-
termediary consonants;• in coutrast to 
the initial and final consonants . Unless 
the intermediary consonants are artie-
ulated clearly and promptly, the sus-
taining of the resonance and tone color 
of a tone is interrupted and becomes 
changed and impure. This is a very 
important point in singing. 
songs. 
Moon - light, beau- ti - ful, 
Splen - dor. love- li - ness, 
Thought-ful ., ex - quis- ite, 
Sor - row, mar- vel - ous, 
Sleep - ing, gen- tie - man, 
Dy ing, fav- or - ite, 
Ra d.iance, in - no - cent, 
Fra 
-
grance, vic - to 
- ry, 
Plea 
-
sure, sep- a 
-
rate, 
Ter 
-
ror, trem-u - lous, 
An 
-
guish , du - pli - cate, 
Sweet - ness, night-in - gale, 
en - tranc-ing, 
sur - pris - ing, 
de - light- ful, 
im - me - d.iate, 
de - ny - ing, 
au - da - cious, 
re - flee - tion, 
re - mem-ber, 
ac 
-
com - plice, 
re 
- deem- er, 
me- lo - d.ious, 
har - mo - nious. 
Mea nt, 
Hea . rt, 
Ea rth, 
Ni ght, 
Si ng, 
Swe ll, 
Tea rs , 
Ho me, 
Ra re, 
Sad ness , 
Mo tive, 
Tern pest, 
Exercise NQ 3, shows you some 
examples of intermediary consonants 1 
and demonstrates the great necessity 
for their clear and prompt articulation 
in order to sustain the resonance and tone 
color with no perceptible interruption. 
Practice diligently and thoughtfully, 
sustaining the tone on the vowels by 
prolonging them to the utmost extent 
of their duration, and articulating the 
initial, intermediary and finaloonsonants 
clearly and promptly. 
Avoid any tendency to explode the 
breath after the final consonant, which 
will result in such Judicious, ugly and 
incorrect effects as"beautiful-er;"'love-
liness-er," "moonlight-er." 
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Enunciation (continued) 
"Speak the sp eech , trippingly." 
Your special practice of the initial, intermediate and final oon so-
uants has been limited to exercises on one tone. 
The enunciation exercises in thi s lesson are on the several tones of 
two melodies. Singers sometimes offer as an excuse for bad enun-
ciati on that it is impossible to place their tones correctly and at the 
same time enunciate clearly. In early studies this may be partly true1 but it is absolutely untrue as a general statement. Clear, distinct ana 
graceful enunciation is of the g reates t help in correct placing and artis-
tic singing-. Nearly all excuses for bad enunciation are duetoone sourc':l -
laziness of tl:e lips and tongue in articulating the consonants . 
In the following vocalizzos you will prooably find the consonants 
more difficult to enunciate because of the changes of pitch and conse-
quent changes of the resonance of the tones. 
In order to make your enunciation exercises as simple and practi -
cal as possible you mus t first practice the words of each vocalizzo on 
the single tones as arranged above the melody. T his method of prac -
tice will ensure your clear enunciation of the words first, and will make 
thei r enunciation on the melody easy. You must apply this plan to eve-
ry song you study. . 
In these special lessons on enunciation the words and the single 
tones will be printed for your practice, either as a preparatory voca l-
izzo, or above the melody of all exercises and song studies. You can 
easily adapt this special enunciation exercise to any song. 
Exercise NC? 1 is a vocalizzo from "The Barber of Seville" <Rossini) 
Sltakespea re . 
Note that you must enunciate a syllable on every tone. Practice, 
first, enunciating the words on the s ing le tones as arranged over the 
melody, commencing- slowly, and g-radually increasing the tempo, but 
always enunciating rltvtMnical~y. Don't try to increase the speed at the 
expense of th e clea r enunciation of every syllabl e of every word . When 
you sing the words on the single tone clearly and di stinctly at th e 
ra te and tempo of t!l.ree tones p er second, then practice th e melody 
given below in conjunc tion wtth the words, commencing slowly, ana 
g radually increasing- the speed to three tone s pe r second. 
Speak the words " tripping ly," a splendidly descriptive word a nd 
ideal for your g uidance in clear articulati on and enunciation. Th e 
consonants should " trip and dance" fr eely, nimbly and gracefully from 
your lips and tong ue and over the tone . Smg the vocalizzo at first on 
two breath s as inuica ted. Whenyoucan singthe words clearly anrl dis -
tinctly, in crease the tempo and sing the en ti re vocal izzo on one breath . 
Ex erc ise N«? 2 is a vocalizzo from "II Trovato re." Prac tice 
slowly and rhythmically at firs t, until you have memorized th e wo rds 
and can enunciate them clea rly and di stinctly; then increase the tempo 
at. each repetition unt il you can sing it clearly and rapidly . 
Th e cl ~ar enunciati on of every syllab le is of first importance.'Iry 
to sing distinctly rather than quickly. The muscles of the lipsandtongu e 
may feel stiff at te r these exe rctses . Thi s is simply a proof that these 
muscl es need exercise and practice. 
NOTE: Practice these Enunciation Exercises with a light tone . 
Practice slowly- gradual! 'I/ increasing the tempo at each rPpetition to Allegro TKE JJARBEil OF SEVILLE 
E ' NO 1 ~ A A A A A Jl l xerct se l l l 'l 
' 
l A 
' 
.l l ).. 
' ' ' 
l 
~ p Ah! bra - vo, Fig - a - ro, bra - vo, bra 
-
vis - si - mo, Ah! bra-vo, Fig:- a - ro, bra-vo, bra -Allegro 
J\ L 
-
A A A A A ~ 
~ P Ah! bra - vo , Fig -~a - ro, bra-vo, bra vi s -\i - mo, Ah! bra - vo, F" , bra-vo, bra -
-
tg- a - ro, 
J\ I 
- """"' 
~ ,........... 
--
,..._ 
- --
1""'""""""1 ~ 
.., . . • • • ., ., ., ., • 
.. 
--.: --.. ., ., .. ., ., ., ., 
: 
A 
Jl l 'i l l V A 
' 
A 
l l A A A A A A A • 
: 
I ~ vis ~si - mo. 0 what a for - tu-nate for-tu-nate, for - tu-nate, for-tu-nate, for - tu-nate fel - low am I· Ah! bra-vo, 
' J\ A - A A A A A A --;--.... A v A l 
~ 
. ". 0 what for - lu-nate fbr - lu-nate, i; VIS - S l- mo. a for-tu-nate, for - lu-nate, for - tu-nate fel - low am Ah! bra-vo, 
.A I 
-- -
~ ~ 
- -
~ ~ ~ - ~ -~ ~ ~ ... .. . . . . 
.D. s. 
Practice slowll;- gradually -increasing the tempo at each repet i t ion to Allen-ro E .. NO 2 ° Il TROVATORE 
_A xe rctse A A 
' 
A \ I A A 
.., 
Allegro A-round the camp was seen a Sur- pris'd gyp - sy wom-an loi-ter - ing; by the sen-ti -nels on 
J\ 
oaJ 
"!" ~~ "!" "!" ~ ~ ., '!' ~~ -'!' "!" I q!" "!" ~ ":' "!" 
~ ~ 
: 
J\ A v A A v A A A A A 
.., 
du - ty t'es-cape she at - temp-ted . With rea-son they sus - pee-ted her of spy-ing out our move-ments, And pur - sued 
J\ 
.., ~ ~~ .. ~ lq~ "!' ~ "!" '!" ~ q !" ~ -4f" q . "!' ~ "!' "!" 
: 
I ' I 
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Enunciation (continued) 
"The voice excels all instruments in combining musical sounds with significant words." 
A Song in the ordinary meaning of the term is the perfect com-
bination of the words and melody. 
Before composing a song, the composer must first seek his in-
spiration in poetry. The words of the poem are the subject and basis 
of his composition in which he expresses and interprets in music the 
meaning of the poem. 
A singer's first thought in interpreting a song must be the words, 
for on them are based his complete interpretation, aes thetic and 
technical. The words must be uttered or enunciated sigitificantly,with 
proper meaning, or they lose their _expressiveness. 
The meaning of a song is conveyed chiefly through the words. 
You cannot express the meaning of a song unless you enunciate the 
words clearly, significantly and gracefully. All your efforts of tone 
quality, placing, production and phrasing are wasted unlessyou!i)eak 
the words distinctly in conjunction with the tones. 
Your next practical study of enunciation will be in the form of a 
song study, "Beauty's Eyes" ·by the Italian composer, Tosti. The 
words and melody are so arranged that you must enunciate a word on 
Stone 
each tone of the melody. Consequently; the song, although simple as 
regards the music, is difficult as regards the words in combination with 
the melody, especially as the style Of the song is legato and graceful, 
which. means that you must clearly enunciate every syllable of every 
word and yet the words must all be joinedg-raceful~o/ in order to in-
terpret the song properly. 
As a preparatory exercise in enunciation, first practice the words 
of each verse on a single tone as indicated in the Exercise. Do not 
try the words and melody together until you have overcome all dif-
ficulties in enunciating the words on the single tone. Then practice 
the song in its ordinary form. 
TheEnunciationExercisebelowisyour preparatory study to the song. 
The words are arranged on a single tone. The rhythm is exactly 
similar to the rhythm of the melody. The words must be enunciated 
on the single tone slowly and rkytkmicoll.'l/. Observe carefully the marks of 
phrasing.YouLideals for enunciation must be clearness,significatweandgra~. 
This special form of exercise for enunciation may easilyhead~ted to 
any song, and you will be instructed to use it in preparing future song 
studies. NOTE: Practice this exercise exactly as indicated by the 
expression marks, "p," "pp," "mf." 
"Beauty's Eyes" 
Enunciation Exercise 
Slowly 
l l 
*y;Jl Jl 
p - 1. I 
pp 2. I 
mf 3. I 
J. 
want 
hear 
want 
l 
J 
l A 
Jl I J. l l v l Jl J) 
no 
no 
no 
Jl 
stars in heavn to guide me, 
birds at twi - light call ~ ing, 
King - dom where thou art love, 
j v ) l A J) I J. l 
I 
I 
I 
J) 
l Jl l J 
need no 
catch no 
want no 
A 
I J. l Jl 
moon, no 
mu - sic 
crown to 
l 
J _,1. JAY l .PI . J 
TOSTI 
l A V l 
J I J. J l l J J1 
sun to 
in the 
make me 
l J) l J 
shine, While I have 
streams_, While your 
blest __ , While with-
l 
J1 
l 
J 
l 
Jlj 
you, sweet-heart be - side me, 
gold - en words are fall - ing, 
While I 
While you 
Thou wilt 
know that 
whis - per 
take my 
you are mine. need not 
Ev - 'ry 
Kings must 
fear 
sound 
play 
what - e'er be -
in my dreams_. of joy en -
in thy ten - der heart, love, heart to rest __ , a wea- ry 
J J j .:. JAY l ~) I . J) 
tide me, For straight and sweet my path-way lies, I 
lone __ , thral - ling_, Speaks in your dear voice 
r:ing with wild 
a -
a -part, love __ , Thronesmust larms_'_, 
A 
J. l J 
gaze in 
speak to 
in thy 
A l ; l J) l J J1 I . l J 
your dear eyes, want no 
me mine own __ , While I 
lov - ing arms_, But the 
stars in heav'n to 
hear your fond lips 
King- dom of my 
l l A ; IJ. l J 
want no 
While I 
But the 
Jl 
stars in heav'n to 
hear your fond lips 
King - dom of my 
J v I. = J 
guide me, 
call - ing, 
heart, love, 
t:'\ 
J. 
guide me, While I gaze in your dear 
call - ing, While you speak to me mine 
heart,love, Lies with - in thy lov ~ ing 
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l 
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While I 
While you 
Lies with-
eyes. 
own. 
arms. 
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Soprano, Mezzo-Soprano or Tenor by George Crampton 
Tl~is le;;sou and .Lessfm Nf! 64 are to be studied togetlwr 
The G-races of Singing 
Enunciation (continued) 
Song Study 
This charming love song, "Beauty's Eyes~ was composed by the 
Italian composer, Paolo- Tosti, and is one of the most popular of a num-
ber of well known songs by the same composer, such as"Goodbye~ "For-
ever~" 'Tis not True" and others. 
The song, although its melody is Italian in character, is composed in 
the style of the modern English song. Tosti has made his home in Thgland 
for a number of years and has adapted himself to the English taste. 
Your preparatory study of the enunciation of the words being com-
plete, we will briefly study the interpretation. 
The song picture is obviously that of a love scene. The mood is one 
of fervent sentiment, the spirit is ecstatic. 
The tone colors necessary for the interpretation of the sentiment 
must not be too dark or too rich, but on the other hand they must not 
be too light if you would interpret the song with fervor. The first verse 
should be sung with moderate nasal resonance, the veiled tone of the 
middle resonance and with vibrancy. The second verse should be sung 
very softly and mezza voce, using light, nasal resonance, soaring. 
and vibrancy. The last verse should be sung with rounder and fuller 
tone than either of the preceding verses, but never loudly. The words 
should be strongly vocalized on full, rich tone color. 
Take care to avoid any exaggeration of the chest resonance on the 
lower tones, or you wi~l destroy the sentiment of your interpretation. 
The rhythm is simple ~· The phrasing is regular and is plainly indica-
ted. The song must be sung legato and sustained, with the words clear-
ly and significantly, but gracefully,enunciated on the string of tones 
joined and blended by legato. 
F. E. WEATHERLY 
Rathe l l 
"Beauty's Eyes" 
JUI 
., 
All 
., 
AM 
., 
r S OWt'!/ 
I 
-
--------
rl ----:--.., ~ ...... ~~. ;--;;.-... .--;:-----....__ .... ....... 
F PAOLO TOSTI 
pp -,n~lto tegato w 1.....1 1..1 - L...l 
~--.,_ .;: -t. :r: .~-:,. PP~. r-1 p _.fl. • ~ I I A 
--
/ I 
-- --
'"'•'- -/ r..__... 
1. p I want no stars __ in heav'n to guide me, I need no moon, no sun to shine, While I have you,swootrheart, be-side me, Whil I 
2. P'P I hear no hirtis -- at twi-light call -ing, I catch no mu- ·-·· sic in the streams, While your gold - en'\W:rdsare fall-ing;wru.Ieyou 
3. mf I want ilo King. - domwherethou art love, I want no throne to make me blest, While with-in thy ten - der heart love, Thou wilt 
--
-------~1 v 
guide me,Whlle I g~~~ in your dear eyes, 
call- ing,Whileyou SJ>f'llk to me_, mine own, 
heart love, Lies with - in~ thy loving arms 
------= ~ 
- l -r----_ I 
stars_ in heav'n to 
hear _your fond lips 
King - ilom of my 
. -:-:------.._ 
~ ... ~ 
: 
I wa~t no stars_ inheav'n to guideme,While I gaze in your dear 
While I hear~your fond lips call-ing, While you speak to me, mine 
e~s. 
own. 
But the King-dom of my heart love, Lies with - in thy lov - ing arms. 
~ ~ 
-
~ 
. . ·~· --~ ... 
-----
·~ ~~~ ca~1 ··~ p a tempo /.P: _-.... _--..., I .;.· ~ 
I 
-
'-?t "--71'. p 
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A COURSE OF SINGING LESSONS Chicago,Ill. LESSON N<J 65 
Contralto, Baritone or Bass by George Crampton 
Tltis lesson ami Lesso1~ Nf! 61 are to be studied togrnner 
The Graces of Singing 
Enunciation (continued) 
Song Study 
This charming love song, "Beauty's Eyes;' was composed by the 
Italian composer, Paolo Tosti, and is one of the most popular of a num-
ber of well known songs by the same composer, such as"Goodbye;' "For-
ever~"''Tis not True" and others. 
The song, although its melody is Italian in character, is composed in 
the style of the modern English s·ong. Tosti has made his home in England 
for a number of years and has adapted himself to the English taste. 
Your preparatory study of the emmciation of the words being com-
plete, we will briefly study the interpretation. 
The song picture is obviously that of a love scene. The mood is one 
of fervent sentiment, the spirit is ecstatic. 
The tone colors necessary for the interpretation of the sentiment 
must not be too dark or .too rich, but on the other hand they must not 
be too light if you would interpret the song with fervor. The first verse 
should be sung with moderate nasal resonance, the veiled tone of the 
middle resonance and with vibrancy. The second verse should be sung 
very softly and mezza voce, using light, "llasal resonance, soaring 
and vibrancy. The last verse should be sw1g with rounder and fuller 
tone than either of the preceding verses, but never loudly. The words 
should be strongly vocalized on full, rich tone color. 
Take care to avoid any exaggeration of the chest resonance on the 
lower tones, or you wi~l destroy the sentiment of your interpretation. 
The rhythm is simple~· The phrasing is regular and is plainly indica-
ted. The song must be sung legato and sustained, with the words clear-
ly and significantly, but gracefully,enWiciated ort the strin,g- of tones 
joined and blended by legato. 
F. E. WEATHERLY 
Rathe sl l 
"Beauty's Eyes" 
F. PAOLO TOSTI 
.Ill 
--.:r 
7' owty 
-----
-
~ -----....... 
--
~ ~ ~ ..--
j7 ............ .......... 1-1 ~ 
-r ~ t=~ ~pp ~J p pp molt~n'~ -.---. ;; ~. ~ ·. I ~ .... 
· _.: 
______ ... 
........___.. .. ~~ r r 
1. P Iwantnostars __ inheav'n to guide me, I need no moon_,no sun to shine;whlle I have you,sweetrheart, bMide me, While f I 
2.pp I hear no birds __ at twi-light call-ing,! catch no mu . - sic in the streams, While your gold- en word.sarefall-ing,Whileyou 
3.m/Iwantno King domwherethou art love,IwlUltno throne tomakeme blest, Whilewith-in thy ten - derheartlove,ThouwiU 
i 
guideme,While I gaze inyourdeareyes, 
cap-ing,Whileyou speaktpme·--,nrine own, 
heart love, Lies with - in __ thy lov-ing arms, 
ten 
stars_ inheavtt to 
hear_yourfona lips 
King - dom of my 
stars_ in heavh to guide me, While I gaze in your eyes. 
While I hear_yourfondlips call-ing,Whi.le youspeakto me, mine own. 
But the King-dom of my heart love, Lies with - i.n thy lov - ing ar> 
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by George Crampton 
Enunciation 
Soprano,Mezzo ·Soprano or Tenor 
Its Importance in Attacking, Sustaining and Finishing a Tone 
You have been instructed that Enunciation, apart from its grace, is 
of the greatest usefulness in attacking, sustaining and finishing a tone 
because the majority of English words begin or end with a consonant. 
Therefore, to attack or finish a tone correctly, you must articulate the 
initial or final consonant clearly, quickly and distinctly. Besides the 
initial and final consonants, a large number of words contain intermedi-
ary consonants; therefore, in order to sustain the tone unbroken on the 
vowels, you must also articulate the intermedtary consonants clearly, 
distinctly and quickly. Your practice of the Enunciation Exercises in 
Lessons Nos. 63 and 64 has fully demonstrated this fact to you. 
The ~ttack of a tone on a word is so vitally important and depends 
so much on the distinct articulation of the initial consonant that your 
special attention to this attack is absolutely necessary. Your earlier 
practice of Attack has been on vowels, but in the majority ofwords,you 
must attack on a consonant. Therefore the following exercises on the 
enunciation of the initial and final consonants will serve as advanced 
exercises on attacking, sustainiitg and finishing tones by the consonants. 
Exercise N<? 1 is from the Grand Opera, "Carmen;' by Bizet, and 
occurs in the famous Quintet (Act II) where the smugglers persuade 
Carmen to join them in order to deceive the revenue officers. The 
words must be attacked clearly and distinctly but always lightly. They 
are sung very rapidly, but. you are advised to practice them first at a 
moderate speed, gradually increasing the rapidity when you can artic-
ulate every consonant dist·inctly. Practice softly but vigorously with 
a light tone. The consonants are the all-important point of the exer-
cise. 
EXERCISE N<? 1 (CARMEN) Bizet 
:£::· ~ ~ A~ l ~ 8· 
;ll )i Iff~ 7: IH ~ ~' l&£ii);I~Jf] ;p ~IAhl 
When there is cheat - ing to be done, One thing is clear, clear as the sun; Wo-men can al-ways give good aid, 
A 
Wo-men are cheats born to the trade, And with-out them we can-not tell, But cer- tam- ly things do not go well. And 
A b. ' · ~ p ~ p lp ij )i WAr$~ ' lltjj ~ )i 1f)N, 
say, do you not' think so too? 0 yes, we all a - greewith you, When there is cheat - ing to be done, 
One thing is clear, clear as the s~; Wo-men can al -ways give good aid, Yes they can give good aid. 
Exercise N'? 2 is a passage from the beautiful, sacred song, "One 
Sweetly Solemn Thought I' by Ambrose. Probably you have frequently 
sung this old favorite and have experienced some difficulty in the enun-
. ciation of this particular passage. The chief difficulty lies in the !mal 
consonants. The slovenly manner in which these are usually enunciated 
would be ludicrous in a secular song. In a song of this character and in 
a church service, it is a disgrace to hear such an effect as the following: 
"Bu lyin darly betwee 
Windin adow thro the nigh 
Is the silen unknow stre 
Tha leas a las to the ligh~ 
You will probably smile at this, but your conscience or your recollec.-
tion will prove many instances of such "smudges" of sound in church 
"Singing!' If you observe carefully, you will see that this slovenlyeffect 
is due to the total neglect of the final consonants. Most of the words 
begin and end with consonants, and in the painstaking Enunciation of 
every consonant, which is always necessary in such instances, theftml 
consonants are most easily and readily neglected. 
Practice the words very slowly, articulating every consonant. You 
will experience some difficulty with the "t" and "1" in "Butlying," the 
"g" and "d" in "lying darkly," the "n" and "th" in "adown through!' the 
"n" and "st" in "unknown stream," the "t" and "1" in"at last;' and the 
"t" in "at" preceding "t" in "to!' 
Every final consonant must be as carefully and distinctly enunciated 
as the initial consonant. Practice this exercise until you can enunciate 
the phrases, the words, and all the letters, - consonants and vowels,-
so clearly, distinctly, and yet gracefully that your audience can !tear 
them. 
EXERCISE N<? 2 
Is the si-lent unknownstream,~atleadsatlast to the light. 
~ ...----::-. 
NOTE:" One Sweetly Solemn Thought" Will be the song study of Lesson N«? 70. 
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A COURSE OF .SINGING LESSONS LESSON 1N9 66 
by George Crampton 
Enunciation Contralto, Baritone or Bass 
Its Importance in Attacking, Sustaining a;nd Finishing a Tone 
You.have.been..instructed that Enunciation, apart from its grace, . is 
of the_ greatest usefulnel[ls in attacking, sustaining and finishing a tone 
because the majori.ty of Engiish words begin or end with a consonant. 
Therefore, to attack or finish a tone correctly, you must articulate the 
initial or final consonant clearly, quickly and distinctly. Besides the 
initial and final consonants, a large number of words contain intermedi-
ary consonants; therefore, in order to sustain the tone unbroken on the 
vowels, you must also articulate the intermediary consonants clearly, 
distinctly and quickly. Your practice of the Enunciation Exercises in 
Lessons Nos. 63 and 64 has fully demonstrated this fact to you. 
The Attack of a tone on a word is so vitally important and depends 
so much on the distinct articulation of the initial consonant that your 
special attention to this attack is absolutely necessary. · Your earlier 
practice of Attack has been on vowels, but in the majority ofwords.I)'OU _ 
must attack on a consonant. Therefore the following exercises on the 
enunciation of the initial and final consonants will serve as advanced 
exercises on attacking, sustaining and finishing tones by the consonants. 
Exercise Nc_> 1 is from the Grand Opera, "Carmenfby Bizet, and 
occurs in the famous Quintet (Act II) where the smugglers persuade 
Carmen to join them in order to deceive the revenue officers. The 
words must be attacked clearly and distinctly but always lightly. They 
are sung very rapidly, but you are advised to practice them first at a 
moderate speed, gradually increasing the rapidity when you can artie~ 
ulate every consonant distinctly. Practice softly but vigorously __ with . 
a light tone. The consonants are the all-important point of the.exer-
cise. 
EXERCISE NC? 1 (CARMEN) Bizet 
. . . 
When there is cheat - ing to be done, One thing is clear, clear as the sun; Wo-men can al-ways give good aid, 
i&])t;r-1~ ~~1-i)tJ1r:~l- ~ v -. I 
Wo-men are cheats born to the trade, And with- out them we can-not tell, But cer-tain-ly things do riot go well. And 
A 
say, do you not think so too? 0 yes, we all a - gree with you, When there is cheat - ing to be done, 
"------~ . . ~ l ) ~ ~~nH! l!irn 1ir-fx4 1 
One thing is clear, clear as the sun; Wo-men can al-ways give good aid, Yes they can give gQod aid. 
Exercise N<?' 2 is a passage from the beautiful, sacred song, "One 
Sweetly Solemn Thoughtr by Ambrose. Probably you have frequently 
sung this old favorite and have experienced some difficulty in the enun-
ciation of this particular passage. The chief difficulty lies in the fmal 
consonants. The slovenly manner in which these are usually enunciated 
would be ludicrous in a secular song. In a song of this character and in 
a church service, it is a disgrace to hear such an effect as the following: 
"Bu lyin darly betwee 
Windin adow thro the nigh 
Is the silen unknow stre 
Tha leas a las to the ligh!' 
You will probably smile at this, but your conscience or your recollec-
tion will prove many instances of such "smudges" of sound in church 
"Singing!' If you observe carefully, you will see that this slovenlyeffect 
is due to the total neglect of the final consonants.Most of the words . 
begin and end with consonants, and in the painstaking Enunciation of 
every consonant, which is always necessary in such instances, the.fiml 
consonants are most · easily and readily neglected. 
Practice the.words very slowly, articulating every consonant. You 
will experience some difficulty with the "t" and "I" in "Butlying/' the 
"g" and "d" in ."lying darkly," the "n" and "th" in "adown through~ the 
"n" and "st" in "unknown stream," the"t" and "1" in"at lastr and the 
"t" in "at" preceding "t" in "to?' 
Every final consonant must be as carefully and distinctly enunciated 
as . the initial consonant. Practice this exercise until you can enunciate 
the phrases, the words, and all the letters,-·consonants and vowels:-
so clearly, distinctly, and yet gracefully that your audience can hear 
them. 
EXERCISE N<? 2 
NOTE:"One Sweetly Solemn Thought" Will be the song study of Less.on NC? 70. 
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by George Crampton Soprano, Mezzo-Soprano, Contralto or Tenor 
The Graces of Singing 
Enunciation 
The Rapid Enunciation of Words 
It is very much to be regretted, from the singer's standpoint, that 
the composition of songs and arias, whose proper interpretationdemands 
the rapid enunciation of words, is entirely neglected in modern times. 
The standard operas of the Italian School contain many such songs which 
are wonderful examples of the remarkable effects made possible by clear 
and rapid enunciation. The Italians, especially are adept in rapid enun-
ciation, partly because of the liquid qualities of the Italian language, but 
for the most part because they cultivatBand practice the art of rapid e-
nunciation. You can acquire this art as readily as the Italian singer and 
with your own language. 
Rapid enunciation demands an elasticitu and readiness of the lip, 
tongue and throat muscles. Your studies of Enunciation would be in-
complete without some practice of this accomplishment. In order to 
make this practice as interesting and practical as possible,your exer-
cises are arranged in a song study which is in present and popular use, 
"The Rose and the Lily;' by Robert Schumann (Shii-mann), one of .the 
greatest composers of Lieder. This exquisite little Lied is the fourth 
number of the Song Cycle, "The Poet's Love." 
The Song Picture is that of a Poet-lover, who declares that al-
though he has loved the flowers, the birds and the dawn, he loves them 
no more,for "she" is the incarnation of the beauty of them all. The 
mood is ecstatic with happiness, the spirit is light and joyous. 
The Lied is divided into eight phrases- it is almost impossible to 
divide it further and retain the unbroken chain of words. The tone 
color must be light and joyous, so you must use the colors of Head 
Resonance exclusively. The tone should also be full of vibrancy and 
life. The words must be enunciated trippingly, clearly and yet grace-
fully. The song, with all its daintiness, should be sung legato throughout. 
You will notice, in several instances, that the legato effect is especially 
indicated. You will find the technical interpretation by no means an 
easy task. Very rarely, indeed, is this particular song interpreted 
well . Its practice will demonstrate to you the splendid effects possi-
ble in rapid but gr<>.ceful enunciation. It is advisable to practice at first 
by speaking the words clearly and distinctly, standing before a mirror 
so as to observe the free movements of the lips and tongue. 
Allegro 
The Rose and the Lily ROBERT SCHUMANN 
Jl.t.l m'~~ 
" 
A 
-----
II ____,.--- l 
" 
---:::-.-.. ~/ " -.....:: 
.., 
The rose aii'd the fi 
- fy, t~e dove arid llie da~rig, r once lo;'d th~m all in ~y life'syoungmo'Tit-ing. I lovethemriom"ore, I 
Jl.t.l 
J)ie Jlo - ~ se, dif Li 
- l he, dt~ Tau -~be, air Son -lne, dif liebt' b ick ein~t al - lle tn Lie - bes won-ne,ick lieb'~ienic(:!"::"'(~ic~ 
111.1 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ • ... ... ~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
nlf 
: 
A.t.l -,r A A A ~ A '"A---.. p_....--- ~~ \1 
1.., love h~r, the pJ'er-le"ss, the ra-re~t, the flir- est, the "'-' -near- est and dear-est; For she,the source of joys un-measur'd, Her-
lie - b b~ al 't..- lei -t~ dif Klei -~~' di~ Fei -ne die Jle'i,- ne, die Ei - ne; sie sel-ber, al - ler Lie - be Won -ne, ist 
Jl.t.l ..: ' 
I.., ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ • .. ~ * 
-. ~~ i" ... g• • 
p b¥--
: 
r r 
A.t.l ---;- rit ----~ ~ Acresc A . ' ' -;:::::::.... \1 .----- ~ 
-----
.., 
self i~ tire r6se and the dove I tr~ur~, f ldve hCr, ufe ~-rest, the fair-est,thedear-est, the flow'r of afi m~dens, the 
Jlo - se und Li - lie u'f Tau-:e und Son-ne, ick Ue --...be al; lei -lne di~ Kle~·ne,dieFei - ne, die llei - ne, die Ei - ne, die 
A.t.l ~ .... 't.. 't.. l ~ 
.., . 
.. rit .. • • • • • 
"* 
• .. .. ~ • • .. ... ~ ,. 
~ cresc l I.. 
: 
r r r --. 7 r r 
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by George Crampton Soprano, Mezzo-Soprano, Contralto or Tenor 
The Graces of Singing 
Enunciation 
The Rapid Enunciation of Words 
It is very much to be regretted, from the singer's standpoint, that 
the composition of songs and arias, whose proper interpretationdemands 
the rapid enunciation of words, is entirely neglected in modern times. 
The standard operas of the Italian School contain many such songs which 
are wonderful examples of the remarkable effects made possible by clear 
and rapid enunciation. The Italians, especially1 are adept in rapid entin-
ciation, partly because of the liquid qualities or the Italian language, but 
for the most part because . they cultivatsand practice the art of rapid e-
nunciation. You can acquire this art as readily as the Italian singer and 
with your own language. 
Rapid enunciation demands an elasticitu and readiness of the lip, 
tongue and throat muscles. Your studies of Enunciation would be in-
complete without some practice of this accomplishment. In order to 
make this practice as interesting and practical as possible,your exer-
cises are arranged in a song study which is in present and popular use, 
"The Rose and the Lily," by Robert Schumann(Shu-mann), one of .the 
greatest composers of Lieder. This exquisite little Lied is the fourth 
number of the Song Cycle, "The Poet's Love." 
The Song Picture is that of a Poet-lover, who declares that al-
though he has loved the flowers, the birds and the dawn, he loves them 
no more,for "she" is the incarnation of the beauty of them all. The 
mood is ecstatic with happiness, the spirit is light and joyous. 
The Lied is divided into eight phrases- it is almost impossible to 
divide it further and retain the unbroken chain of words. The tone 
color must be light and joyous, so you must use the colors of Head 
Resonance exclusively. The tone should also be full of vibrancy and 
life. The words must be enunciated trippingly, clearly and yet grace-
fully. The song, with all its daintiness, should be sung legato throughout. 
You will notice, in several instances, that the legato effect is especially 
indicated. You will find the technical interpretation by no means an 
easy task. Very rarely, indeed, is this particular song interpreted 
well . Its practice will demonstrate to you the splendicf effects possi-
ble in rapid but graceful enunciation ~ It is advisable to practice at first 
by speaking the words clearly and distinctly, standing before a mirror 
so as to observe the free movements of the lips and tongue. 
Allegro 
The Rose and the Lily ROBERT SCHUMANN 
Jill . mf1' ... __.,...-- A A 
-------
v ~ ~ I. 1 ~ -~ "· ......... 
111.1 The rose arid the fi 
- fy, t~e dove arid iliedl ·rig, r once lo~d th~m all in ~y life'syoungmo'rn-ing. I lovethem~orrlore, I 
Jla 
J)ie 
.llo - ~ se, di~ Li 
- t.. he, d~f Tau -b be, dif Son -..._ne, dif liebt' b ick ei~t al - ..._le 'n Lie - bes won-ne, ich lieb'fe nirtt mehr, ich 
-"" .... . ... 
111.1 ~ ; ~ ; ~; p ; ~; ~ ; ~; ~ ; ~; ~ ; r ; ~ ; • ... ... ~;~ ; ~; ~; 
11fl' 
11a -1(""" A A A ... A A--... p_.....-- ..... ~ 
----
. 
" love her, the pler-le"ss, the ra-re~t, the falf.r-est, the near-est and d~-est; For she,the source of joys 
..._, 
un-measur'd, Her-
lie -b. be al..._- le! • ..._n~ di~ Klei-~1 di~ Fei -ne die ./lei - ne, die Ei - ne; sie sel- ber, al - ler Lie - be Won -ne, ist 
Jill .. ~ ' 
tJ ~ ; ~ ; ~; ~ ; ~;~ ; ~;~ ; .. .. ... ... .. ... ~ -j- ... ~· .. 
p ~._v:--
r 
11a ~ rit ___ --:--_ ....---;;- AC1YJ8C A-... ........ 
-;:::......_ v ------ ~ 
. ..--
" Self i~ t~e rbse and the dove I tr~ur~, f ldve hlr, tlf'e r:-.rest,the fair-est,thedear-est, the flowt ot ali maidens, the 
.llo - se urul Li • lie u~ Tau-~e und Son - ne, ich lie -..._be al ..._- lei-~ di~ Klei-ne,dieFei- ne, die ./lei - ne, die Ei - ne, die 
11a .... .... .... .... .... ~ .. ... 
" 
• 
.. rit • • .. • • • ~ .. • .. .. ... • ., ... 1t ~ ~ 
~ cresc .. 
r r r .. r r 
r r r 
t 
~ 
t 
t , 
I 
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LESSON N<! 67 
Baritone or Bass 
The Graces of Singing 
Enunciation 
The Rapid Enunciation of Words 
It is very much to be regretted, from the singer 's s tandpoint, 
that the composition of songs and arias, whose proper interpretation 
demands the rapid enunciation of words, is enti rely neglected in modern 
times. The standard operas of the Italian School contain many such 
songs which are wonderful examples of the remarkable effects made 
possible by clear and rapid enunciation. The Italians , especiaiiy, a re 
adept in rapid enunciation, partly because of the liquid qualities of the 
Italian language, but for the most part because they cultivate andprac-
tice the art of rapid enunciation . You can acquire thi s art as readily 
as the Italian singer and with your own language . 
Rapid enunciation demands elasticity and readiness of the lip, 
tongue and throat muscles . Your studies of Enunciation would be 
incomplete without some practice of this accomplishment. In orde r 
to make this practi ce as interesting and practical as possible , you r 
exercises are arranged in a song study which is in present :and popu.-
lar use, cailed "THE YEOMAN'S WEDDING SONG''by Poniatowski , 
.a splendid song which every Baritone or Bass should sing. 
This is the fi rst song of a di stinctively dashing character given 
to you in this course and you wiii therefore appreciate its study. 
The song picture is that of a bridegroom riding impetuously to 
his wedding. He will brook no delay, and the"Ding-dong" of his 
THE YEO~IAN'S Allegretto J o.'l/f ully ami with ~>p ·int 
> > > 
horse's hoofs, and the church bells all add to his enthusiasm. The mood 
is happy yet defiant. The spirit is one of vigorous animation . The 
phrasing is easy with the exception of the last phrase, which will de-
mand your careful attention . 
Sing the triplets exactly as indicated, accenting the first note of 
each g roup strongly and taking a quick deep breath after "morn," in 
order to fini sh each verse as broadly and strongly as possible . The 
tone color should be rich, and vibrant with life and decision. Nasal 
resonance should be used throughout. 
Commencing quietly, work up a fine tonal crescendo in the repetition 
of the ''Ding-dong" in the refrain . "Through the Valley we haste, etc~ 
should be sung lig·htly but with increasing tone to the last two phrases, 
'>Vhich must be sung ''f " in the fi rst verse and ''.ff " in the second verse, 
The high tone in phrase 5 is intended fo r the second verse. In the sec~ 
ond verse you should carry over the end of the sixth phrase into the 
seventh phrase, -"And the lark o'er our heads doth sing a bridal songV a..<o 
\ve gallop along!' And again, in the case of the eighth and ninth phrases 
"Keeping time to the bells as they ring ding-dong, ding-dong~ve'll gallop along:" 
You must enunciate every word clearly, distinctly, rapidly and vigor-
ously to properly interpret thi s stirring song. Aim for d-istinct enunci -
ation fi rst , then add the speed. Do not neglect the legato effects . 
Practice exactly as indicated. 
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A Course of Singing Lessons Lesson No. 68 
By GEORGE CRAMPTON (This lesso n and Lesson No. 6<J should be s tudied to2e the r .) 
THE LAWS OF SOUND 
You have learned that vocal tones are made by breath released 
from the lungs coming into contact with the vocal cords and causing 
them to vibrate. You have also learned that these fundamental 
vibrations of tone are carried on into the resonance cavities 
where they are reinforced, strengthened and beautified into perfect 
tone. You have studied the details of the process of tone produc-
tion in breathing, placing, resonance and the sensations of tone. 
You can feel and hear and realize when your tone production is 
correct (although the process of correct tone production is physic-
ally nearly unconscious), and yet the causes of voice production 
still remain something of a mystery to you. In short, you realize 
the truth of its principles, which, in their correct application, 
practice and realization, result in perfect tone, because you have 
demonstrated them yourself,-but, you do not know the reasons 
for these things. 
These next two lessons, on the Laws of Sound Applied to the 
Voice as an Instrument, will demonstrate to you the reason why 
perfect tone is the result of correct voice production, and how the 
Laws of Sound concerning the voice as an instrument have been 
correctly applied in your lessons on breathjng, resonance and the 
sensations. of tone . There is no mystery or secret in correct voice 
production. Its principles are plain, but they have become 
obscured and misconceived because of the general ignorance of the 
simple Laws of Sound on which they are founded. 
The Laws of Sound are the laws of nature, and, through the 
researches of such great scientists as Helmholz and Tyndall, they 
have been made so plain and simple that, nowadays, they are part 
of necessary, ordinary education. 
We shall first study the Laws of Sound bearing directly on the 
voice, and, in our next lesson, apply them to the voice as an 
instrument. 
SOME SIMPLE LAWS OF SOUND 
1. Sound is a mental sensation, caused by vibrations of air, 
acting through the ear. Sound may be either noise (or unmusical 
sound) or musical sound . A noise (or unmusical sound) is the 
result of vibrations recurring at irregular intervals. Musical Sound 
is the result of vibrations recurring at regular intervals. We can 
see vibrations by watching the vibrating strings of a violin, harp, 
mandolin or any stringed instrument, when they are bowed or 
plucked by the fingers. We can fed vibrations by touching a 
sounding bell or a tuning fork when it is struck. But these vibra-
tions are not realized into musical sound unless we can hear them. 
In order to hear them, a medium is necessary to communicate 
them to the ear. This medium must be the ocean of air which sur-
rounds us on all sides, for it is a common fact that ·without air, we 
cannot hear. The vibrations of the sounding-bOdy are communicated 
to the ·air, not by sending them direct, but by setting up sound· 
waves, which, in ever increasing circles, travel in every direction. 
These sound waves, striking the ear-drum, cause it to vibrate. The 
vibrations are carried by the auditory nerve to the brain, where 
they are perceived and heard as musical sound. 
2. Vibrations may be simple or compound. Simple vibrations 
follow the laws of a pendulum and do not directly concern the 
voice. Compound vibrations, which are caused by sounding-bodies, 
vibrate not only up and down and from side to side, but also in 
segments (each large vibration being broken up into smaller ones.) 
Compound tones are the result of compound vibrations. When we 
hear a compound tone, we experience the same effect as if a series 
of single tones, having definite musical pitches but different degrees 
of loudness, were sounded together. Of course, no such tones were 
really sounded, but as the mental effect is the same as if they were, 
it is convenient to speak of compound musical tone as consisting of 
a series of simple, partial tones. 
These partial tones are called harmonics or overtones. For the 
special purpose of these lessons, we shall call the fundamental tone 
the prime tone and the partial tones, overtones. 
3. The force or loudness of a tone depends: 
(a) On the largeness of its vibrations, and 
(b) On the distance at which the tone is heard. 
4. The pitch of a tone depends on the rate of the vibrations in 
a given time. The greater the number of vibrations the higher the 
pitch. 
5. The quality of a tone (not good or bad but the distinctive 
quality) depends on its overtones. The popular idea of the real 
meaning of quality of tone is so confused and uncertain that we 
shall make it plain to you. Suppose you were seated alone in a 
room, and in the room adjoining, you could hear a voice singing, 
and a violin, cornet and flute playing. You could easily distinguish 
each one with absolute certainty. Why? In what property oftone 
do they differ so that each is distinct and separate from the other? 
Not in loudness, for in that they are equal. Not in pitch, for they 
can each sing or play exactly the same note at the same time. The 
distinctive difference must be in quality, and this difference is 
exactly what is meant by quality of tone, and is caused by the 
varying prominence of the overtones. 
OVERTONES 
6. If we analyze a comp~und tone, we find the arrangement of 
overtones as follows: 
I. The prime tone by which the pitch of the com-
pound tone is determined. 
2. An overtone an octave above the prime. 
3. ·An overtone a fifth above No. 2, or a twelfth 
above the prime. 
4. An overtone a fourth above No. 3, or two 
octaves above the prime. 
5. An overtone a major third (three half-steps_or 
semi-tones) above No. 4, or two octaves and a maJor 
third above the prime. 
6. An overtonP. a mirior third (three half-steps or 
semi-tones) above No. 5, or two octaves and a fifth 
above the prime. 
7 An overtone almost a minor third above No. 
6 or· two octaves and nearly a minor seventh (six full 
steps and nearly a half-step) above the prime. 
8. An overtone one tone above No. 7, or three 
octaves above the prime. 
The compound tone C, thus analyzed and expressed in musical 
notation, would be: 
Illustration No. 1. ~I ~ .. - ·~ 
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* Slightly below 
the pitch indicated. 
Try the following simple experiment: Seat y~urself at the 
piano, and, placing your foot on the loud pedal, hold 1t dow~ firmly. 
Then strike the key C,No.l, in the bass (an octave ~elow m1ddle C), 
and listen carefully. The first tones you hear w!ll be No. 1, the 
prime and its repetition one, two or three octaves higher (over-
tones 'Nos. 2 4 8). Now try the experiment again and listen very 
carefully. Be~ides the prime tone and its repetitions o~ octaves, 
you can hear anot~er overtone so~nding, perhaps very famtly, and 
sometimes very h1gh, after the pr1me t?ne. . . 
Try once again, and by concentratmg your mmd and hearmg, 
you will hear and perceive another overtone (No. 5), th_e tone E. 
At the first trial it is possible that the overtones Will be ra~h~r 
difficult to hear and perceiVe, nevertheless they are sounding; 1t IS 
simpl/ a matter of the cultiva~ion of your musical he~ring. 
I you will try the expenm~nt often and practice listening, 
you wiJ.J not only hear and perceive the first three overtones, but 
gradually you will be able to hear each of the first seven overtones 
clearly. 
NoTE--There are many more and hillher overtones in some comp_ound tones 
than the seven mentioned here: for ins tance. the tones of a fine bass vmce have at 
least }Uj~~~ ~~=~~~=:·of a compound tone are not always perceptible, but their 
order, as given above. never changes. 
You may have some difficulty in hearing No.'!· but in due time 
you will hear it, although slightly below the p1tch of the B fiat 
indicated. 
NOTE - The loud pedal must be held dow n firmly throughout. as this keeps the 
strings of the piano in sympathy so that you can hear the overtones properly. 
Besides the interest of this experiment, it affords an excellent 
practice for the cultivation of you~ musical ear. . . . 
You can make a similar expenment and obtam a _s1m1lar re~ult 
with your own voice, without touching the keys, by s1mply holdmg 
down the loud pedal and singing the tone C with a strong, firm tone 
and correct attack and finishing it suddenly and clearly. Then 
listen carefully and you will hear all the overtones of the com-
pound tone C. . . 
7. Resonance is the result of a sounding-body commumcatmg 
its vibrations to another body or space, called a resonator, so that 
the second body or resonator is thrown into co-vibrations with the 
first body. The resonance of caves and rocky enclosures is well 
known. The sound heard when a hollow shell is held close to the 
ear is caused by resonanc~. . Children think they _hear in it the 
noise of the sea but the n01se IS really due to the remforcement by 
resonance of th~ feeble sounds with which even the stillest air is 
pervaded. Sounds so feeble in themselves as to be nearly inaudible 
are reinforced to a marvelous extent by resonance. The amount of 
reinforcement depends on th_e shape of t~e resonator. Resonan~e , 
not air, preserves ~he quaht~ of a. mus1cal sound, and also rem-
forces it by preservmg and remforcmg the overtones. 
Copyrig ht. 1910, by Siegel-Myers Correspondence School of M11s ic. English Copyright Secured. 
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A Course of Sin8in8 Lessons 
By GEORGE CRAMPTON 
Lesson No. 69 
{Thi s lesso n a nd Lesso n No.6!:) s ho u ld be s tudi ed to~e the r. ) 
THE LAWS OF SOUND APPLIED TO THE VOICE AS AN INSTRUMENT 
"The human voice of the Divine Artificer is an incomparably more complex, as it is an incomparably more beautiful, 
instrument th :m Gny of its co mpeer:;. Fearfully and wonderfully it is made. Not only is its mechanism more intricate, not 
only are its constituent parts more numerous and delicate than those of any artificial organ, hut the action of these is com· 
plicated hJ' CO';'Iditions from which every other instrument is free. " - JOHN HULLAH. 
We hall n0w study th e Application of the Laws of Sound to I' 
the voice . ln 01·de r to do this in a simple , practical manner, le t 
us first study briefly the voice r egarded as a musical instrument. 
The huma n voice has often been compared to various classes of 
in truments, such as th e viol in (s t ring ed), the flute (pipe), and the 
clar ine t (reed). Attempts have been made to prove its .lik eness to 
each one , indi vidua lly, and a bo to a combination of stringed, r ipe 
and reed ins truments , but without any conv incing success. The 
mechani sm of the human vocal instrument ( if such it may be 
called) is so in t r icate a nd di 1rerent that it is im poss ible to compare 
it to any artificial ins trument. Ind eed, it is a matter ·>f f act that 
the mechani,;m of a g reat number of instruments have been model-
ed on the vocal ins trument. 
The vocal in trument cons i ·ts of five parts. 
1. The chest and the lungs containing the air, which we may 
call the mo1or. 
2. The d iaphragm, which we may call the bellows, controlling 
the motor. 
3. The windpipe , which we may call the pipe, through which 
the air is carried up and down. 
4. The voice box or la rynx, conta ining the vocal cords, th e 
vibrating element, which we may ca ll th e sounding-body. 
5. T he uppe r part of the throat or pharynx , and the mouth, 
na al, head and fore head cav ities, which we may call the resonator. 
Our vocal instrument thus consis ts of the motor, the bellows, the 
pipe, th e sounding-body and the resonator. 
We have learned how the bellows fills the motor with ai r 
(breath) , and how, by the control of the bellows, the air is re leased 
throug-h th e pipe, and, striking th e sounding-body, causes it to 
vibr a te, and how th e fundamental tone generated by these vibra-
tions is carried on into the resonator, where it is reinforced and 
perfected. 
Now le t us study the five parts in detail. 
The bellows, we know. is contro lled by the diaphragm, which, 
by its action, not only fi lls the lun gs with air but a lso control s its 
emission. 
The pipe is more or less a passive part of the vocal instru-
ment. It is subject sl ightly to contraction and relaxation, but its 
especial, important and necessary use is s imply to carry th e ai r to 
and from the lungs. 
The sounding-body (voice box or larynx) is the central organ 
of th e vocal instrument and contains the fundam ental part of it, 
the vocal cords, by and through which the fundamental tone is 
generated in vibrations of tone. 
The vibrating (vocal) cords are two ledges of e las tic tissue 
covered with a de licate membra ne. Each of them is connected on 
its outer side with th e shie ld or cove ring of the larynx, leaving t he 
inne r edges free to vibrate . (See Ill ustrations Nos. 2, 3 and 4, 
Les on No. 25. ) 
The actions of the vocal cords are chi e fly controlled by two 
small se ts of muscles called th e opening and c losing musc les. In 
normal inspiration , t he inn e r edges of th e vocal cOJ·cis a re drawn 
wid e apa1·t by the contrac tion o f the open ing mu sc les in orde r to 
admit t he air. (See Lesson No. 25. ) In normal ex piration, th e 
vocal cords a re held closer togethe r by the r elaxation of the opening 
I')'IU SCJes. 
These movements of the voca l cords go on from the beginning 
of our lives until the end, waking or sleeping, w ith more or le s 
vigor acco1·ding as we take a sl ight or a deep inspiration. 
T he closing mu cles, acting in opposition to the openi ng 
musc les . draw t he vocal cords towa rds eac h other by s tre tching 
the m into the proper position for the produc tion c f ton e. 
The first Mental Conception of Tune. Let us study brie fl y and 
in a s im ple way the prepa ra tion and process of the p roduction of 
Fu ndam ental Tone which, althoug h you a re unconsc ious of its 
ope ration, must occur every t ime ,you s ing a tone. When we wi sh 
to s in g forma lly . we, as a rul e. fi 1·st get th e pitch or key from 
an instrument . The vibrations of th e t one obtained f rom the pi ano , 
vio lin , or tu ning fol'l< ar communi cated to our ea r, th1·oug h t he a ir 
by SOU I•d-waves (Lesson 1o. 68-I) ; f rom the ear they a rc 
ca rr if•d to th e brain by t he auditory nerve, where th ey are pe r-
ceived as mus ical sound at a cer ta in pitch. The bra in at once 
1·ecognizes the pitch, and , as it we re , telegraphs it ins tantly to t he 
larynx, which instinctively cau ·e the vocal cords to assum e t he 
pos ition necessa ry fo r t he correct 1·eproduction of the tone at the 
pitch desired by the action of the clos ing (stretching) muscles. 11 
Simultaneously with this action of the larynx , breath has been 
inhaled and stor ed ready in the lungs - the motor- by the action of 
the bellows. This breath is now re leased through the windpipe by 
the bellows and s tr ikes the vocal cords - the sounding body-
exactly at th e moment they are in the proper position to vibrate , 
with the r esult that Fundamental Tone is produced at the pitch 
desired. 
Th e whole wonderful operation of making tone is nearly in· 
stan1aneous and instinctive from the mom ent the brain perceives 
the pitch of th e tone from the v ibrations of the air. 
When we wish to s ing in forma lly , w ithout obtaining any pitch, 
t he brain dicta tes the pitch and th e vocal ins trument at once 
r eproduces it in precisely the same manner . 
The fu ndamental vocal tone is the result of compound vibra-
tions and is there fore compound tone. ( Lesson No. 68-2. ) Its 
force or loudness de pends on the vigor with which it is generated . 
(Lesson 63-3.) I ts p itch depends on the varying t ension of the 
vocal cords. If a hig h tone is desired by the brain, the vocal cords 
are drawn close toge th e r by the closing (s t ret ching) muscles, and 
the breath s trik es th em when they ar e at high t ens ion, and t he r esul t 
is a great number of vibrations. If a low tone is des ired, the cords 
a re not drawn so closely together as for the hig h tone, con-
sequ ently the t ens ion is not so g rea t nor the vibrations so num er-
ous. (Lesson No. 6 -4.) The vocal cords, of course, never touch each 
othe r in making tone , for this would destroy the vibrations. On 
the othe r hand , the voca l cords are never entirely re laxed in mak ing 
ton e ; only in normal breathing are the vocal cords entirely r e laxed 
by the action of th e opening muscles. The quality of t he compound 
tone, thus generated, depends on the preservation of the overtones. 
(Lesson No. 68-5 and 6.) 
The preservation of the overtones depends greatly on the 
Resonator. (Lesson No. 68-7.) Un less the diffe rent resonanct 
cavit ies are ready and open to receive the ton e carried to them on 
t he div ided current of vibrations, the quality of t he tone will be 
deficient. 
Pe rfect tone is the r esul t of per fect r esonance, which ca n only 
be attained through the vibrations of tone str eaming and whirli ng 
in every resonance cavity at t he same time . (Lesson No. 51.) 
The sensations of tone you have s tudied were, in truth , the 
realization of the sensations of the overtones, gene rated from every 
fundam ental and compound tone produced by the vocal ins trument. 
This is the reason why you can r ealize all the sensations of ton e on 
every tone. When you fai l to realize the upper sensations of tone 
(forehead and head resonance) on a low tone, the tone is imperfect 
because the higher ove rtones are lacking. When you fai l to realize 
the lower sensati ons of tone on a high ton e, th e tone is imperfect 
because the lowe1· or medium overtones are lacking, or the prime 
tone is not sufficiently supe rior in s trength to th e highe r· overtones. 
Nasai tones, tones sung with the nasa l cavities closed, are 
imperfect because the incorrect re ·onance of these tones exag-
gera tes t he strength of the hig her ove rton es at the expen:e of or 
because of the infe ri ority of the lower ove rtones . (Lesson No. 68-7. ) 
The shape of th e Resonator of the voca l ins trument (the 
resonance cavities) i ex treme ly variable and c las ti c. Th e means 
of a lte ring its shape a re endless. For this reason a lone, it is im -
possible to compare the voca l in trumen t with any othe r ins trum ent. 
In singing , t he r esonator must be continunll y adj u ted and 
re-adjusted to th e ever vary ing pitch of the f undam enta l tone ; 
for, not only is the fundam enta l tone re inf01·ced in the Resonator , 
but t he very qua lity of the voi ce and t he formation of the vowels 
al so depend on t he Reso na tor. 
Your s tud ies of th e Sen ations of Tone and your practice a nd 
realization of them ha ve demonstrated to you how wonderfully and 
unconsciously you can s ing on th e voca l in. trumcnt. 
These In t two lessons wil l prove to you the truth underlying 
th P Sensations of Tone- t hat th ey are not onl y an intPres t ing 
me t hod of atta in ing perfect tone but are founded on the Laws of 
Sound . 
If you wish to study f urth er th e Laws of Sound and t he ir 
r ela t ion to th e voice, you a rc earnes tly advised to study " The 
Sensations of Tonf'" (H e lmholz 1, ' 'Sound" (Tyndall), " Voice, Song 
and Speech" (Brown & Behnk e), to a ll of whi ch th e write r is 
indebted for va luable sugge tions . All three books are included in 
th e catalog of any public library. 
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A COURSE OF SINGING LESSONS 
by George Crampton 
LESSON N~ 70 
Enunciation 
Song Study 
"One Sweetly Solemn Thought" 
We shall now revert to the subject of Enunciation for one lesson, 
and use for our object lesson the beautiful old sacred song:'Che &veetly 
Solemn Thought~ 
This song is one of the most popular of sacred songs, but is rare-
ly well sung because of its simplicity, and because the words are quite 
difficult to enunciate clearly. We shall therefore devote all our atten-
tion to the words. 
This song study brings to our notice .yery forcibly the necessity 
for -using taste and discretion in joining words. Singers so often spoil 
their interpretations of songs, especially sacred songs, by misuse ofthe 
lqgqto, so we will study briefly the several rules for joiningwordc;found-
ed not only on good taste, b~t also .on the Musical Structure of Songs. 
RULES WHICH GOVERN THE USE OF LEGATO I N JOINING WORDS . 
(1) Tlte separate ~.t!llablcs of a word can always be joined. 
(2) Words occurring on tones on the strong accents of a measure canal-
ways be joined to wo,-ds on tones on a weak accent or on tlw next strong 
accent. Thus in a measure of c&mmon time, a word and tone on beat 1 
can be joined to the word on beats 2, 3,or 4. 
(3) Words on a weak accent can very rarely be joined to words on a 
strong accent, thus 2 to 3, or 4 to 1 . 
(4) Words on the last tone of a measure must not be joined (over tlte 
bar Une)to words on tlte first beat of the next measure (except when 
tlte effect is rarely and part-icularly indicated) . 
·The observation and practice of these four rules. will obviate mis~ 
takes you are very apt to make. 
In the song study, the words and tones are very carefully marked. 
When legato is ·intended it is indicated. When it is not intended, the 
words and tones .are slightly acctmted.. (Phrases 7, 8, 12, 20). 
Words by PHOEBE CAREY 
Arranged by George Crampton 
Andante cJ 80) fl I = 
4!.. 
~ L I I I I I I I I 
Your attention is also drawn to the arrangement of the final con-
sonants in the majority of phrases: these consonants are placed sxact-
ly where they .belong-at the end of the tone. The sustaining of the 
tone and word on the vowel sound is indicated by -,which means that 
you must sustain these words and tones on the vowels to their proper 
length, and then finish the word with a crisp and quick articulation of 
the final consonants (Phrases :1,2, 4,5, 6,8, 9, 10, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 
18, 19, 20). 
In two phrases (1 & 17) the very sense of the words is depend ent 
on your care in observing this instruction. In the first instance, " One 
Sweetly Solemn Thought comes to me;• etc., the sense will be lost 
unless you sustain the word "thought" until the last possible moment 
to give you time to breathe,and continue the sense of the words on the 
word "comes'! The second instance, (phrases 17 & 18)is exactly similar. 
The words of this song are by Phoebe Carey, and are found in every 
church Hymnal. Read them over before you study the song. The 
thought is reflective and submissive,but aever hop~less or monotonous. 
There is a distinct change of mood and expression in each verse. 
The climax of the song is reached in phrase 16. The word "light , 
should be sung broadly and with all the religious fervor which its real 
meaning inspires. The last four phrases should be sung softly and 
prayerfully, with an increase of tone on the word "home;' on which 
the tone should be first held and then allowed to die awag. The last 
phrase should be kaif spoken. with an emphasis on the word "now!' 
The musical demands of the song are simple. Take care to observe 
the change of time and rhythm on phrase 13. Concentrate your whole 
attention on the words and their clear enunciation, and you will have cause 
to feel proud of your interpretation of the song the next time yo~ sing 
it,- for every one will hear eve171 word. 
Music by R. S. AMBROSE 
I I I 
@. 
p 1 I I I ..... • ., .... # 1:./" • 1:.1 ., t' ,_. !)4 r ~ ~. -e. J j J p I»J)p P rall L. • L. • L. L l . 
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Softly 
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One . sweet - ly · sol - emn thou - ght Comes to me o'er and ' oer. I am near-er home to day, Than I've 
f.! I 
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-
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"One Sweetly Solemn Thought" <continued) 
~----- 0 ,\ . ,\ -"--"--"--
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.er been be fo - re, 
...__ 
Near - er my Fa - ther's hou - se,Where the rna - ny man-sions be, 
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A COURSE OF SINGING LESSONS 
by George Crampton 
The Graces of Singing 
Flexibility 
LESSON N9 71 
Contralto, Baritone or Bass 
The true meaning and purpose of the cultivation of F1exibility in 
s!nging has become greatly obscured in recent years, so much so, that 
singers have greatly neglected the study of this necessary, useful and 
beautiful Vocal Grace. It can almost be said that sopranos are the only 
singers who even attempt to cultivate Flexibility. 
The chief reason for this general neglect is the misconception of 
its true meaning and purpose in singing. The true meaning and purpose 
of Flexibility in singing is twofold: 
1. Flexibility of the Larynx, or Agility, which is 
The ability to execute easily, smoothly and correctly all vocal 
ornaments, florid vocal passages, scales and runs. (See note) 
2. Flexibility of the Resonator, which is 
The flexibility and elasticity of the resonance cavities, and their 
readiness to adjust themselves properly to the rapid changes of pitch 
in Coloratura in order to preserve perfection of tone quality. 
The general misconception of the true meaning of Flexibility is 
proved h:t the following common mis-stateme·nts. 
l~'Th :.. t the need and use of F1exibility has passed with the old com-
posers !' 
2."That, in modern times, sustained and declamatory singing has 
replaced the ornaments and runs!' 
3. '' 'l'herefore the study of F1exibili ty is unnecessary and fatiguing 
to th e Voice!' 
This argument is so false and misleading that I will answer iLbrief-
ly for your benefit and reassurance. 
Firstly, Neither the use nor the need of Flexibility has "passed;" 
it cannot pass, for, although ornaments and runs (see note) are seldom 
written by modern composers, the proper interpretation of the great class-
ical oratorios and operas which are in public and popular use,is impossible 
unless you cultivate Agility, or Flexibility of the Larynx. 
Secondly, Sustained and declamatory singing depends greatly on 
the Flexibility of the Resonator. 
Thirdly, You can, therefore, easily realize that Flexibility in botk 
its forms is of vital necessity in singing. 
Lastly, The question of vocal fatigue depends on the correctness 
of the instruction and its proper practice by the pupil. 
Apart from the practical necess-ity of Flexibility for the proper 
interpretation of the innumerable beautiful song classics in the works 
of the great composers of oratorio and opera, some of which must be 
included in every ambitious singer's repertoire; apart from the oppor-
tunities for brilliant and showy effects(sometimes called ·"vocal fire-
works") which Flexibility affords, tke study of Flexibility gives a sin-
ger greater mastery of every vital principle of voice production and 
every accomplishment in singing. 
Until the singer has studied voice production, and knows from 
practice and experience kow and wken tone is correctly produced, 
the study of Flexibility is futile, undesirable and even harmful. I 
earnestly advise your serious attention to the study of Flexibility now, 
because the present stage ofyour &tudies is exactly the right moment for 
its commencement, development and mastery~ Your voice, your si~­
ing and your musical ability will be greatly improved and benefited by 
the cultivation of this important accomplishment. 
You have learned that F1exibility of the voice depends on two Es-
sentials (1) The control of the stretching (closing) and slackening 
(opening) muscles of the larynx, which were studied in our previous les-
sons; and (2) On the elasticity and readiness of the Resonator above 
the larynx to properly "mould" the tone after its fundamental produc-
tion in the larynx. Your studies of voice production have taught you how 
to "mould" the tone through the different sensations of tone. 
Our study of Flexibility will for the present be devoted to Flex-
ibility of theLarynx and the cultivation of the agility necessaryforthe 
correct execution of the ornaments and florid vocal passages (runs) ; 
but you must always bear in mind the fact that correct voice produc-
tion plays a most important part in Flexibility. 
There is not the slightest difficulty in using the stretching and 
relaxing muscles of theLarynx. In fact, you use them unconsciously 
and easily every time you utter a sound; but as it is necessary for you 
to understand the correct operation of these muscles, try the following 
little exercise, singing the simple tones rhythmically, correctly, soft-
ly and slowly. 
1 ,~~~ Dili b fiD n 
p Ah_ - __ _ 
Ex. N<? 
This is very simple, is it not? And yet on these simple tones you have exercised the most important muscles used in Agility. 
analyze their workings on the above exercise. 
Let us briefly 
When you attack the first tone, the stretching muscles, at once, 
working unconsciously to you, bring the vocal cords into the necessa-
ry position to make the correct pitch at the exact moment the column 
of breath strikes them. 
When you change to the second tone, the alteration of pitch is 
caused by a contraction of the stretching muscles overcoming the re-
sistance of the slackening muscles, thereby stretching the cords and 
raising the pitch of the tone,- again an unconscious operation. 
When you change to the third tone, the operation on the second 
tone is exactly reversed,- the slackening muscles overcome the res is-
tance of the stretching muscles, and, again workintf unconsciously, the 
pitch of the tone is lowered by the slackening of the vocal cords. 
This operation of the muscles of the larynx is the fundamental basis 
for the cultivation of Agility, and although, as we have demonstrated, 
it is unconscious, yet the facility, smoothness and rapidityofitswork-
ing c·an be cultivated to a marvelous extent by proper practice. 
There is no question of failure if you will but practice. Enuncia-
tion and Flexibility are two Graces which are the common property of 
every singer who works for them, and they can be speedily mastered . 
The following exercises, Nos. 2 and 3, which may be called 
the Fundamental Exercises in Agility, include two forms of the 
stmple operation of the stretching and slackening' muscles of, the 
larynx. Practice each one clearly and distinctly, but smoothly;sing 
softly and with pure intonation, holding the lips, tongue and jaw ab-
solutely still. Do not try how quickly you can sing, but rather how 
distinctly. 
NOTE: Tke Ornaments are tke 'I' rill or Shake, tke Appoggiatura, tke .Acciaccatura, tke Mordent, and tke fhouppetto or Turn. Buns are Rapid Scale 
Passages ana .Arpeg!fios. · · 
Tke comprekenswe stud,y of all these is called Coloratura. Songs anii Arias containing Ornaments and Buns are called Coloratura Songs . . 
Ex No2 ~ 
---
A A A 
--.:r p8f .. •· .. ... .. ... .. ... .. .. h_ 
-- -- -- --
_, 
Jl Ah- -- -- -- -- _, 
" ~ ~ --~ "' ... 
~ li:' ~------===-----. ' . Practice also mall keys ascendmg to D. 
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A COURSE OF SINGING LESSONS 
by George Crampton 
LESSON N9 72 
Contralto, Baritone or Bass 
The Graces of Singing 
The Ornaments 
The Ornaments or Embellishments (sometimes called Graces) are 
the Trill or Shake, the Appoggiatura (Ahp-pOdg-jah-too-rah), the Acci-
accatura EAht-cMn-kah-tOd-rah),the Mordent, and the'IUrn or Gruppetto 
(Groop-pet:-toh). The Ornaments are not essential to the. melody of a 
song, but as .their name signifies, they are usually added for ornamentation. 
We shall commence our· studies of the Ornaments with the Trill 
or Shake, because it is most neglected by singers and becau.c;e its prac-
tice wi.U help you to the _correct_execution of the other Ornaments . 
THE TRILL 
The Trill is, from a physiological standpoint, a reg-ular movement 
of the closing (stretching) opening (slackening) muscles controlling the 
vocal chords, which were studied in our las t two lessons . Musically, 
the '!'rill consists of a rhythmical repetition of two notes at theinterval 
of either a tone or a semi tone apart according to the position of the 
note of the scale on which the Trill is written. 
TheJ.ower note is the pri?W·ipalnote, and the higher note is the 
-aua:iliary note . The Trill is terminated in several ways, but we will 
at presept use the ordinary ending (as indicated below) with the addi-
tion of two notes, viz. (l),A semi tone below the prin cipal note, and 
(2),The principal note ,or the auxiliary note which, with the two pi:ecect-
lhg notes of the 'I'rill constitute a Turn (which we shall study later). 
Illustration N<? 1 
The only. way to acquire a perfect Trill is to practice it in strict time and rhythmically. 
cise NQ 1, there are seven tones in the first measure with four accents, 
You must at first even count the tones. Thus , in Exer-
sixteen tones in the second measure with four accents. First, practice 
it very slowly at the speed of four seconds to each measure (one accent 
each second) When yo~ can sing this correctly, you may increase the speed 
at each practice until you double the rapidity to two accents each second. 
You can easily regulate the speed by the ticking of a watch or clock 
or by the use of a Metronome (see note). Be patient and practice slowly. 
Take great care to sing each tone correctly, and the Trill will soon be-
gin to work itself. If you try to hurry or blurr the tones, the result 
can only be a meaningless blotch of tone. Accent the groups of tones 
vigorously at first,as indicated 0 
The Trill is not difficult to acquire even when the throat is nat-
urally stiff, if you will be patient.. Practice in strict time and accent 
properly. Practice fir st with the simple chords of the accompaniment, 
which will help you to accent properly. After several trials, practice 
witlwut accompa'niment but 'always in str.ict time. 
Our next exercise is on a series of Trills, each separated by the. 
interval of a third. Practice this in exactly the same manner as Exer-
cise N<? 1, but at first even more slowly. You will find it advisable 
. to breathe before each group, as indicated, until the exercise is well 
fixed in your mind and begins to run easily. When you can sing it 
Ex. N<? 2 Slowly 
~~~ tr tr 
As written 
., ... 0 
~~~ A~A A A A A 
As sung 
A 
Practice also £n all keys ascending from J)b to Eb 
correctly and easily, then practice quicker and on one breath . Make 
certain that you can sing every tone in the exercise . Do not hasten 
the speed at the expense of the tones. Strive to sing correctly rather 
than quickly until the Trill begins to run easily. 
fr 
'-../ 
A Q A ~ ~ 
., 
.. -..J.,_:'-'-..J'--"---..:!.-- ~~---~- -Oh _______ oh_ 
--- ___ oh_ 
------
o_!l 
1111 
tl ~ .. 
A 
: 
~ .,. 1111 tp '' fr 1':'1 
-
As written 
"' -
'-../ .. 
A~~ .-._A A A Pr 
_I\ II ,...---...., A A A A A A A 
" 
--;.--_ A 1':'1 
actice also in the keys of ElniJEq 
As sung 
tl Uh _______ oh _____ __. oh:: 
-
;h 
---- -
1111 A 1':'1 
tl I , • t: 
I 1':'1 
: 
?7...___ 
.-- lr 
NOTE:- The Metronome is a mus~cal time-keeper, cons"st"11K of a 'Pendulum moved to and fro by clockwork. A shder marks the number of beats 
per minute. Thus, the num/Jer "60'' indicates one beat each seloiui, «120" two beats each second; etc. It is a most useful little instrument for sif~gers. 
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A COURSE OF SINGING LESSONS LESSON N9 72 
by George Crampton Soprano, Mezzo· Soprano or Tenor 
The Graces of Singing 
The Ornaments 
The Ornaments or Embellishments (sometimes called Graces) are 
the Trill or Shake, the Appoggiatura (Ahp-pMg-jah-too-ri.h), the Acci-
accatura (Aht-chlili-kah-tOd-rah),the Mordent, and the'furn or Gruppetto 
(Groop-pe(-toh) . The Ornaments are not essential to the melody of a 
song, but as their name signifies, they are usually addedforomamentation, 
We shall commence our studies of the Ornaments with the Trill 
or Shake, because it is most neglected by singers and because its prac· 
tice will help you to the correct execution of the other Ornaments. 
THE TRILL 
The Trill is, from a physiological standpoint, a regular movement 
of the closing(stretching) opening (slackening) muscles controlling the 
vocal chords, which were studied in our last two lessons. Musically, 
the Trill consists of a rhythmic!ll repetition of two notes at theinterval 
of either a tone or a semitone apart according to the position of the 
note of the scale on which the Trill is written. 
The lower note is the principalnote, and theh·t;g-her note is the 
au.xiliatry note. The Trill is terminated in several ways, but we will 
at present use the ordinary P.nding (as indicated below) with the addi-
tion of two notes, viz. (l),A semi tone below the principal note, and 
(2),The principal note , or the auxiliary note which , with the two preced -
lng notes of the Trill constitute a Turn (which we shall study later). 
illustration N9 1 
The only way to acquire a perfect Trill is to practice it in strict time and rhythmically. You must at first even count the tones. Thus, in Exer-
cise N9 1, there are seven tones in the first measure with four accents, 
sixteen tones in the second measure with four accents . First, practice 
it very slowly at the speed of four seconds to each measure (one accent 
each second) When yo~ can sing this correctly, you may increase the speed 
at each practice until you double the rapidity to two accents each second. 
You can easily regulate the speed by the ticking of a watch or clock 
or by the use of a Metronome (see note). Be patient and practice slowly. 
Take great care to sing each tone correctly, and the Trill will soon be-
gin to work itself. If you try to hurry or blurr the tones, the result 
can only be a meaningless blotch of tone. Accent the groups of tones 
vigorously at first,as indicated. 
The Trill is not difficult to acquire even when the throat is nat-
urally stiff, if you will be patient. Practice in strict time and accent 
properly. Practice fir st with the simple chords of the accompaniment, 
which will help you to accent properly. After several trials, practice 
withou.t accompaniment but always in str.ict time. 
Our next exercise is on a series of Trills, each separated by the. 
interval of a third. Practice thi s in exactly the same manner as Exer-
cise NC? t, but at first even more slowly. You will find it advisable 
to breathe before each group, as indicated, until the exercise is well 
fixed in your mind and begins to run easily. When you can sing it 
' Jl. » t!. 11' 
Ex.N~ 2 Slowly (J : 60·90·120) 
As written 
... '.../ 
Jl » !i A ~A A A 1._ A A 
As sung 
.., 
A 
Ex.N?l Slowly ( J : 60 • oo-120) 
A A A A A A A 
A 
Practice also in all k eys ascending f rom Eq to F. 
correctly and easily, then practice quicker and on one breath . Make 
certain that you can sing every tone in the exercise. Do not hasten 
the speed at the expense of the tones. Strive to sing correctly rather 
than quickly until the Trill begins to run easily. 
tr 
..:I 
A 
--1\ A A "~A 
_ _ _ ___ oh _ --- ___ oh 
Jl»l+ 
Oh _______ oh _ 
A 
"' 
.. I 
I 
: l 
' ~-· _ ... 
Jl ~ ~ tr -~tr ..,tr I':\ 
Practice also in the keys of F'qtl~ 
As written 
.., 
I 
~ 
Jl~t! A A.~ A A -::t-- A A A A A~ I':\ 
As SU'fiK 
.., "'-"::: = 
Jl » tt 
qh _______ o !J. _______ oh. ______ oh 
I':\ A A 
.., I y. 
" 
/":'\ l 
f.__ __ ... 
NOTE:- The Metronome is a musical t-ime-keeP,er, consisti111r o.f a_pendulum moved to and fro bJL clockwork. A slider marks tke number of beats 
per minute . Tl~us, tiUJ number"60"ittdicates one beat each seci5nii,"E!0"ttoo beats each second; etc. it is a most useful little instrument for singer:;;. 
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A COURSE OF SINGING LESSONS LESSON NO 73 
by George Crampton 
The Graces of Singing 
The Ornaments (continued) 
The Appoggiatura and the Acciaccatura 
The Appoggiatura is one of the most graceful of ornaments and 
is probably the easiest to execute properly. Its meaning is_ a note 
upon wltick tke voice leans for a moment before passing to . a note 
of the melody or harmony. It is used in two forms, viz., The Accented 
and Tile Unaccented. Both forms are written at different intervals a-
bove or below the principal note . 
The Accented Appoggiatura is always written before the princi-
pal note, and takes the accent and at least ltalf the time value of 
the note it precedes. Thus, when the rhythm is common (four time) 
-or duple (two time) the Accented Appoggiatura takes lulljthe value 
of the following note. When the rhythm is triple (three time) the 
Appoggiatura takes two-thirds of the value of the following note. 
In Illustration N<? 1 you ar~ shown several examples of the 
Accented Appoggiatura in four, three and two rhythms. On the lower 
staff (Exercise N!? 1) you are shown the proper execution of the 
Appoggiatura in these rhythms. Practice each one separately and 
carefully, accenting the first note properly as indicated. 
THE ACCENTED APPOGGIATURA 
':1 
Illustration N!? 1 
I!! 
~ 
Exercise N'? 1 
f. 
As written 
I 
As sung 
A 
I 
Oh_, 
Ah_, 
I I 
A 
I 
Oh_, 
Ah_, 
I 
A 
I I 
Oh_, 
Ah_, 
~ I 
A A 
.......... _.~ 
Oh __ , 
Ah __ , 
Exercise N<? 2 is a little vocalizzo by Vaccai,the melody of which, 
you will notice,includes several different uses of the Accented Appog-
giatura. 
The upper voice staff shows you the Appoggiaturas as written. 
The lower voice staff shows. you how they should be executed in sing-
ing. 
Exercise N!? kd t 
':1 an e 
As written . 
. 
4 '--- - I 
When gen- tle spring re-turns, Soft 
-
':1 A .--- 1\. :--.... A.,---: 
As sung 
. 
' 
p 
-
I 
When ien - tle spring re-turns, Soft -
r. Andan e 
~ 
A 
Oh_, Ah ___ , 
. 
~ j 
Oh__, 
Ah_, 
I 
. 
A 
I r 
Oh_, 
Ah_, 
I 
. 
. . 
. .._, 
.J 
A~ 
'-:-"' ~ 
Oh ____ _ 
Ah ____ _ 
Practice this graceful ornament delicately and gracefully, taking 
care to accent each Appoggiatura as indicated and sustaining it to its 
proper length. The effect of the Appoggiatura is always impro·ved 
by giving it full value or by even prolonging it, but never by shorten-
ing it. 
Vaccai 
I 
-
I r 
--
...... I r 1 
ly she sighs_, Blossomingflow'rs be-deck the earth, 
A ~- :---, ~I 
I r p-- ~ •r1 
ly she sighs_, Blossoming flow'rs be - deck the earth, 
~~~ ~.!!;/ 4 :!!;/ -.~ .. :!!;./ -w_v ... ~ ~~ .. 4i .. \tnm~le \ 4t* -w:· ~ 
:# 4 :* 
~ I\ ~ ~ \ '\ \ \ 
. 
. 
• • 4 .. • • • • • • 
rt 
-
. I l I 
. 
tJ 
-
....- I r r I r ,.. ~ 
Sun-shine floods the skies 
' 
From sun-shine and Bios - soms Old win - - ~flies. 
':1 A.-- ;.. 
--
~.. ,--- ~ . ...-~. -...... 
4! p- ~ 1 r r I ._. h.r r . TUtt Sun-shine floods the skies __ , From sun-s me and Bios- soms _ Old Will - - tei flie s . 
- -
-
4 :;i ... .... ~· ~· ~~ • ~---· 7- -,t• fj* r·· ~ \ ~ rall 
- -~ 
• • • • •• 
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Singing Lesson N~ 73 
The Unaccented Appoggiatura is written oftertheprincipalnote 
.and takesjts time-value . from it. 
Exercise Nl? 3 contains several examples of the Unaccented 
. Appoggiatura, and their proper execution. Practiceeach example 
separately, taking great care to make the dotted long note (the 
principal note) long enough, and the short note (the Unaccented 
Appoggiatura) short enough, giving each its exact time-valu~ 
as indicated: practice slowly . 
THE UNACCENTED APPOGGIATURA 
f! I A 1s wrttten I b 
~ I 
Exercise N9 3 As sung 
~ I A A-
.. 
.. 
@ 
-
I ........ 
Oh ____ _ Ah ____ _ 
Ti:IE ACCIACCATURA 
The Acciaccatura is sometimes called the short appoggiatura , or 
accent note.Itisa short note written before the principal note at the 
interval of a tone or semitone. An Acciaccatura does not affect 
the accent or the time-value of the principal note. It is a small 
short note added to the melody to give greater accent or emphasis 
to the principal note and must be sung qu·ickly and instantly before 
passing to the note it precedes. 
The Acciaccatura,like the Appoggiatura,is written both above 
and below the principal note at the interval of a tone or semitone. 
You can ea.sily distinguish an Acciaccatura from an Appoggiatura 
I I 
-· 
~ 
Oh __ 
Ah __ 
I L 
~ A 
I 1.::1 .. Oh ___ _ Ah ___ _ 
by the tail of the note. The Acciaccatura properly written, has · 
a line drawn through the tail of the note thus, )'r . The Appoggi-
atura is written without the line. 
Exercise Nl? 4, is a vocalizzo containing examples of the Acciac-
catura written above and below the principal note. ,Practice thought~ . 
fully, taking great care to accent the proper note (the principal note, 
not the accent note), and to sing the accent note quickly.In the third 
part of the exercise, the Acciaccatura is arranged above and below 
each note alternately. Practice at first slowly, taking breath in the 
middle as indicated. After a little practice you will have no diffi-
culty in singing the whole phrase quickly on one breath. 
THE ACCIACCATURA 
· ~ 
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LESSONN974 
Contralto, BaritQne or Bass 
The Graces. of Singing 
The Ornaments 
THE MORDENT AND THE GRUPPETTO (TURN) 
The Mordent is the most variable in form of all the ornaments, 
and is probably the most difficult to execute properly. In its usual 
form it consists of two or three notes preceding a note of the melody. 
Its time value is taken from the note it follows. A Mordent of two 
notes includes: (1) The principal note, (2)An auxiliary note a semi-
tone below the principal note. 
Illustration N<? 1 r 
Mordent of two notes 
A Mordent of three notes includes: (1) An auxiliary note a tone 
above the principal note, (2)The principal note, (3)An auxiliary note 
a semitone below the principal note. 
Illustration N<? 2 
Mordent of three notes 
Mordents are also used in their inverted form. An inverted 
Mordent of two notes includes : (1) The principal note, (2)An auxili-
ary note one tone above the principal note. 
Illustration N<? 3 
Inverted Mordent of two notes 
Ex.N<? 1 
1'1 A _I:\ 
Mordent of two notes 
@ ~· ~- """--' I Oh oh oh oh 
1'1 A -.1':\ 
Mordent of three notes 
@ ••-J* ~- -.._;;,....- I 
Oh oh oh oh 
1'1 A I:\ 
e ... .. .. 
. 
. 
~ 
You will notice that Exercise N<? 2 consists of CD, A simple 
melody @,The same melody with all the usual forms of the Mordent 
added as ornaments. This will demonstrate to you the proper use of 
the Mordent, namely, mere ornamentation. 
Ex NO 2 Arrangedly George Crampton 
fl ,· AntJ:f!:ntino :60 
:::? --
4! 
------
...._ 
An Inverted Mordent of three notes includes: (1) An auxiliary 
note a semitone below the principal note, (2) The principal note, 
(3)An auxiliary note one tone above the principal note. 
Illustration N<? 4 
Inverted Mordent of three notes 
There are other forms of the Mordent in addition to the above 
four usual forms, but as the Mordent is always written exactly as in-
tended to be sung, it is unnecessary to particularize them. The Mor-
dent must be sung with rapidity, delicacy and lightness or its effect 
will be lost. It should never be allowed to interrupt the flow of the 
melody, which it is intended merely to embelli sh, not to supplant. As 
neither the rhythm, accen~northetempo ofthemelody should be inter-
rupted by the Mordent, you can easily realize the necessity of singing 
.the Mordent with rapidity and lightness. 
Exercise N<? 1 includes examples of Mordents of two and three 
notes, which are sung in their usual form ascending and in their 
inverted. form descending. Practice at fir st slowly but in strict time, 
taking care to sing every note correctly; then practice at a quicker 
tempo, always using a Ugltt tone but not an open tone. 
Inverted 
r:::IA A 
I .._., 
oh oh 
In~ ted A 
I ..__..... 
oh A oh 
_l A 
.._., 
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~~~ 
oh 
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Sopranos, Mezzo-sopranos 
and Tenors practicealsointNJ 
keys of .f)b,.f), El"£ E. 
... .. ... 
Contraltos, Baritones and 
Basses practice also in tl1e 
keys of Bb, B, .f)b di ./) . 
.e-
Pra'ctice ® slow!y crt first, taking care to sing every note correctly. 
When you can do this you may practice at exactly the same tempo as 
the melody, about 1 beat each second ( J : 60 Metronome time) . Prac-
tice first on "oh" and afterwards with the words. Always try to sing 
the Mordent first withdeUcar:y. andUghtness1 and afterwards with rapidity. 
I __.-- J I 
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=i THE TURN OR GRUPPET TO 
The Turn or Gruppett o is a very graceful ornament and is often used in modern music . It consists of four notes: (l) An auxiliary note one tone 
above the principal note, (2)The principal note , (3) An auxiliary note either a semi tone or a tone below the principal note, (41 The principal note. 
note of the Turn a tone below the principal note, and have intended it to be 
1 2 sung as part of tlte melody.Itisthen sung slowly and broadly and in keeping 
A ~ A witn the tempo of t he melody. r i J JlJ@ 1 J j hI I 3 II The proper execution of the T urn is greatly a matter of taste; which is 
r ~i ~ i governed by the style of the song. . . . . . ~ Exercise NO 3 includes Turns wntten m both forms. Practice 1t 
In (1) the third note of th e T urn is wri ttenasemiton~ below the principal note. slowly, singing the Turns as quickly as is consis tent with smoothne!'s and 
In (2) the thi rd note of the T urn is written a tone: below the principal note . clearness. lt is much better to sing slowly, smoothly and clear ly than 
The Turn is not only used me rely as an ornament , but also as part quickly, j erkily and indistinctly. The exercise is arranged with thr ee dif-
of the metody. \¥hen it is used for ornamentation, th e third note of ferent ph rasing-s. Practice fi rst very slowly; divicling the exercise into 
the T urn is usually written as a semi tone, and the T urn is intended to be eight phrases; then practice a little quicker m four phrases,and finally in 
sung quickly, lig-litly and smoothly. Modern composers, however, such as two phrases. The T urn must never inte rfere with the proper rhythmical 
Schumann and- Wagner (see Lesson N9 43,Ex. 3), have written the third accent , which rightfully belongs and must be g iven. to the melody. 
Illustration NQ 5 
Ex. N<?. 3 
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Soprano,llezzo-Soprano or Tenor 
The Graces of Singing 
The Ornaments 
THE MORDENT AND THE GRUPPETTO (TURN) 
The Mordent is the most variable in form of all the ornaments, 
and is probably the most difficult to execute properly. In its usual 
form it consists of two or three notes preceding a note of the melody. 
Its time value is taken from the note it follows. A Mordent of · two 
notes includes: (1) The principal note, (2) An auxiliary note a semi-
tone below the principal note. 
Illustration N<? 1 
Mordent of two notes 
' F A Mordent of three notes includes: (1) An auxiliary note a tone 
above the principal note, (2)The principal note, (3)An auxiliary note 
a semitone below the principal note. 
Illustration N<? 2 
Mordent of three notes 
Mordents are also used in their inverted form. An inverted 
Mordent of two notes includes: (1) The principal note, (2)An auxili-
ary note one tone above the principal note. 
Illustration N~ 3 
Inverted Mordent of two notes 
r 
Ex.NC? 1 
,.. A _r.-.. 
Mordent of two notes 
tJ ~ ..!!-- "'-" I 
Oh oh . oh oh 
~ A ~ 
Mordent of three notes 
t. ..._."J~ ~- ---.:;_..- I 
011' oh oh oh 
~ A I':\ 
t. .. ~ ... 
. 
. 
-G. 
You will notice that Exercise N~ 2 consists of CD, A simple 
melody @,The same melody with all the usual forms of the Mordent 
added as qrnaments. This will demonstrate to you the proper use of 
the Mordent, namely, mere ornamentation. 
Ex.N9 2 Arrangedly George Crampton 
f} An~ntino :60 I 
;::;>- ---
-
e I ~___../ ....__. 
An Inverted Mordent of three notes includes: (1) An auxiliary 
note a semi tone below the principal note, (2) The principal note, 
(3)An auxiliary note one tone above the principal note. 
Illustration N9 4 
Inverted Mordent of three notes 
There are other forms of the Mordent in addition to the above 
:four usual forms, but as the Mordent is always written exactly as in-
tended to be sung, it is unnecessary to particularize them. The Mor-
.dent must be sung with rapidity, delicacy and lightness or its effect 
will be lost. It should never be allowed to interrupt the flow of the 
.melody, which it is intended merely to embellish, not to supplant. As 
.neither the rhythm, accen~northetempoofthemelody should be inter-
rupted by the Mordent, you can easily realize the necessity of singing 
.the Mordent with rapidity and lightness. 
Exercise N<? 1 includes examples of Mordents of two and three 
notes, which are sung in their usual form ascending and in their 
inverted. form descending. Practice at first slowly but in strict time, 
.taking care to sing every note correctly; then practice at a quicker 
tempo, always using. a light .tone but not an open tone. 
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oh oh oh 
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oh A oh oh 
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Sopranos, Mezzo-sopranos 
and Tenors practicealsoin tlle 
keys of IJb, IJ, Eb & E. 
Contraltos, Baritones and 
Basses practice also in the 
keys of Bb,B, IJb & IJ . 
Practice:@ sloW!y.at first, taking care to sing every note correctly. 
When you can do this you may practice at exactly the same tempo as . 
the melody, about 1 beat each second ( ~ : 60 Metronome time). Prac-
tice first on "oh" and afterwards with the words. Always try to sing 
the Mordent first.withdelicacu. and lightness, and afterwardswitbrapidit'y. 
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The Turn or Gruppetto is a very graceful ornament and is often used in modern music . It consists of four notes: (1) An auxiliary note one tone 
above_the principal note, (2)The principal not~, (3) An auxiliary note either a semi tone or a tone below the principal note, (4) The principal note . 
· . note of the Turn a tone below the princip;il note, and have intended it to be l1 12 I sung- as part of tke metody.Itis 'trea sung slowly and broadly and in keeping 
~ A ~ A ~ witfi the tempo of the melody. ., Illustration NQ 5 B r i J £t@£J J ] q] j j II The proper ex ecution of the Turn is greatly a matter of taste; which is governed. by the s~,yte of the song. . . . . . ~ ExerCise N~ 3 mcludes Turns wntten m both forms . Practice· 1t 
In (1) the third note. of the Turn is writtena sem'itone· below the principal note. slowly, sing-ing the T urns as quickly as is consistent with smoothness and 
In (2) the third note of the Turn is written a to '/UL below the principa1 note. clearness. 1t is much better to sing slowly, smoothly and clearly than 
The Turn is not only used merely as an ornament, but . also as part quickly; jerkily and indistinctly. The exercise is arrang-ed with three dif-
·of_ th'e melody. When it is used for ornamentation, the third note of. ferent phrasing-s , Practice first very slowly; dividing the exercise into 
the Turn is usually written as a semi tone, and the T urn is intended to be Eiight phrases; then practice a little quicker m four phrases,and finally in 
sung quickly, lig-_litly and smoothly. Modern composers, however, such as two phrases. The Turn must never interfere with the proper rhythmical 
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A Course of Sin8in8 Lessons 
By GEORGE CRAMPTON 
Lesson No. 7 5 
(This Lesson and Lesson No. 76 should be studied together) 
INTERPRETATION 
"THE LOST CHORD" 
In our previous study of Interpretation, the songs have been 
for the most part descriptive in style. Now we will study the 
interpretation of a song in the emotional style, taking for our 
subject "The Lost Chord " , poem by Adelaide Proctor, music by Sir 
Arthur Sullivan. 
The story is told how the inspiration of the song came to Sullivan 
as he sat at the bedside of his dying brother. In the long 
watches of the night the beautiful words of the poem gave him hope 
and inspiration, and soon afterwards a new song-masterpiece was 
given to the world in "The Lost Chord." 
Seated on e day at the organ, 
I was wea ry a nd ill at ease, 
And my fingers wandered idly. 
Over the noisy keys. 
I knew not what I was playing. 
Or what I was dreaming the n, 
But I stru ck one chord of music . 
Like the sound of a g reat Ame n . 
It flooded the c rimson twilight. 
Like th e close of an Ange l's P salm. 
And it lay on my fevered spir it. 
With a touch of infinite calm. 
It quieted pain a nd sorrow, 
Like love overcoming strife, 
It seemed the harmonious echo, 
From our discordant life. 
It linked all pe rplexed meaningR 
Into one p e-rfect peace, 
And t rembled away into s ilence, 
As if it were lot h to cease. 
l have sou g ht. but I seek it vainly. 
Th:1t one lost chord divine, 
Which came from the soul of the organ, 
And entered into mine. 
It may be that Death' s bright Angel 
Will speak in that chord again; 
It may be that on ly in H eav 'n 
1 shall hear t hat grand Amen. 
THE SONG PICTURE 
The Song-Picture shows us an organist playing softly in a dimly 
lighted church. His heart is sad, his mind fu ll of forebodings, as 
he plays on dreamily without a thought of what he is playing. 
Suddenly he strikes a chord, which by its wondrous harmony stirs 
his soul. So thrilling is its effect that he stops playing and listens 
to its sublime harmonies fl ooding ' 'the crimson twilight like the 
close of an Angel 's Psalm." In the perfect beauty of its harmonies 
his heart finds comfort and his soul is at peace. But, the wondrous 
chord "trembles away into s ilence, as if it were loth to cease." In 
hi s ecstacy he tries again and again to find its harmonious combin-
ation, but in vain. With renewed aspiration and hope he prays 
"that death's bright angel will speak in that chord again" ; but '·it 
may be that only in Heav' n, " he wi ll hear that grand Amen. 
THE EXPRESSION 
I will again repeat the one great principle of true Expression. 
Study the words and their meaning intently until the Song-Picture 
is vivid and complet e, and you both see and feel its meaning. Then, 
and only then, can Art and Technique assist you by vivifyiFig the 
tone colors, emphasizing the stronger emotions and filling in the 
details. But, first the Song-Picture must be broadly outlined in 
your imagination. 
The mood of the song is serious throughout, but not sad, or 
even pathetic. With the exception of the opening phrases, the spirit 
of the song is hopeful. The first verse 
"Seated one day at the organ, 
I was weary and ill at ease, 
And my fingers wandered idly 
Over the noisy keys" 
should be sung softly and seriously, with just a toueh of sadness. 
Slightly accent the words ''weary'' and ' 'idly.'' Take g reat care 
to suggest the sadness of the mood of these opening phrases. The 
first effects of a song of this impressionistic charact er are most 
important, and vital to your interpretation . With the second verse 
" I knew not what I was playing" 
should commence an increase of feeling, which should be sustained 
until the phrase 
"But I struck one chord of music" 
which should be sung with fervor, and each word emphasized. The 
word ' 'struck'' should be especia lly emphasized and slightly de tached 
from the words that follow. The sadness of the mood has now 
changed to a brighter one of expectancy and hope, and the last phrase 
"Like the sound of a gr eat Amen" 
should be sung broad ly and fervently . The third and fourth verses 
should be sung very softly throughout, th e crescendos and diminu-
endos being rela tive to the soft effect. The mood is one of wonder 
and expectancy, the gradual awak ening of the soul, and the effect 
must be subdued. Of course there is a natural increase and de-
crease in t he phrases. But the expression should never reach 
intensity. Even at the climax on the word "strife" any tendency 
to loudness wil l spoil th e subdued effect of the words and music. 
The last two phrases of the verse 
" It seemed the harmonious echo 
From our discordant life" · 
THE EXPRESSION-Continued 
should be sung with tenderness. The fifth verse should also com-
mence softly with an increase of feel ing on the important words 
"Into one perfect peace" 
which must be well sustained, and each word well emphasized. In 
the next phrase 
"And trembled away into silence" 
the mood changes to a more intense eagerness, which should be 
gradually increased to agitation in the climax 
"And entered into mine." 
Emphasize the words "sought", "seek" and the first syllable 
of the word "vainly" and also the word "one" in the sixth verse. 
Sing the last phrase, the climax of the verse already mentioned, 
with great fervor and conviction. Emphasize every word, and 
especially the word ''mine.'' 
The last verse will test your powers of sustained, prayerful 
expression. The mood is now one of aspiration and hope. The 
words should be declaimed with great expression. Sing the first 
two phrases prayerfully, commencing firmly but quietly, with a 
gradual increase of expression, emphasizing every word, and espe-
cially the last syllable of "again." 
Gradually increase the f eeling in the third and fourth phrases, 
with especial emphasis on the word " Heav ' n. " The repetition of 
the words in the last verse should be sung with increased f eeling, 
which should grow in intensity and power until the climax on the 
word "Heav'n" in the third phrase. Sing this with all the fervor 
and soul of which you are capable, and sustain the f eeling to the 
las t word of the song. 
Take great care with this last verse. Do not commence too 
f ervently or your power of expression will be exhausted when you 
reach the climax, which demands all the soul you possess. Antici-
pating the climax, is one of the commonest f aults of Interpretation. 
Always try to keep your expression under control. 
THE TONE·COLOR 
The tone-color of the first verse should be quiet ~nd sustained. 
In the second verse it should increase in volume and breadth and 
continue so to the end of the verse. 
In the third verse sing with a softer and lighter tone, s lightly 
increased and decreased with the ebb and flow of the melody, but 
always keep the tone like the expression, "subdued", in one word 
"Mezzo-voce." 
The increase of tone should be from pp to m/, and should never 
exceed these limitations even in the increase to the word "strife" . 
Resist the t emptation to open the "i" sound in " s trife." Use th e 
covered sound of "oi" and after the crescendo re turn to your soft 
tone and sustain to the end. This verse affords a fine opportunity 
for effective use of the "Mezzo-voce." 
In the fifth verse slightly increase the ton e, taking care to avoid 
any suggestion of breathiness in the "agitato." You will find that 
a t emptation to breathiness alway comes with an increase of feeling, 
so always g uard against this and keep your tone well controlled. 
Keep the ton e on "soul" well-rounded and full, avoiding any 
t endency to "open tone." Sustain the word " mine" broadly. 
Sing the las t verse with a full round tone throughout, but take 
care not to force the tone. You will avoid this if you commence the 
verse mf, reserving the f . for the repetition and the fffor the great 
climax of both expression and tone on the word "Reav'n." 
The closing phrases of the song should be sung with the round 
full tones of the middle r esonance, taking care to avoid "opening'' 
the sound " Ah " in Amen. Think of the "organ" effect the words 
suggest. 
The tone of the last verse, like the expression, should grow 
slowly and steadily to the climax. 
THE PHRASING 
The song consists of seven verses, each of four phrases, which 
fit the words perfectly. So the phrasing is simple and regular, 
except in the third and fourth phrases of the last verse, when tl:e 
musical phrase is broken to allow g reat er breadth and emphas 1 ~. 
THE STYLE 
The song is based on the Ba llad form, with a simple melody tha t 
is similar in each verse. It is dist inctly re lig ious and emotiona l in 
character and the words pictured in the music are distinctly impres-
s ionistic, for they suggest rather tha n describe. The r e lig ious 
f eeling should prevail throughout its interpretation; therefore avoid 
any suggestion of light sentiment or exaggeration. T he words a nd 
phrases must be interpre ted clearly a nd r y thmica ll y , with the 
exception of the phrases mark ed by special "legato" and the divid ed 
phrases. 
Continued in Lesson No. 76. 
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